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Abstract
This thesis explores the ‘border zone’ between fiction and documentary
through an investigation of the spectatorial engagement connected to an ironic
hybrid cinema form, labelled ‘the double discourse of cinema’. The double
discourse presents both fiction and documentary intra-textually and
simultaneously, which in turn solicits a double discursive engagement that is
essentially different from fiction and documentary engagement.
In tracing the complex viewing process related to hybrid cinema, this thesis
critically explores Vivian Sobchack’s film phenomenology, which favours a
dynamic understanding of how cinematic data relates to spectatorial
engagement. Furthermore, as the double discourse primarily employs
existential irony, I establish an analytical framework focusing on different levels
of existential knowledge in the double discourse and similar hybrid cinema
forms, such as the mockumentary.
From this, tentative criteria are drawn which can be helpful in an analysis of I’m
Still Here (Casey Affleck 2010) and The Ambassador (Mads Brügger 2011), where
it will be explained exactly how different attributions of irony in the double
discourse solicit a dynamic spectatorial engagement. Just as significantly,
engagement is also described as a function of different levels of existential
knowledge between characters and people onscreen, cinematic style, and the
extra-textual and existential knowledge of the spectator.
Thus, I argue that these films, mainly through their ironic attribution and
hierarchic levels of existential knowledge, induce a double discursive
engagement dependent on the spectator’s ability to recognize fiction and
documentary simultaneously. In conclusion, this prompts the spectator to
evaluate how notions of universal and subjective truth can coincide in modern
hybrid cinema.
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Introduction
These new films create fictional characters who are let loose in the socalled reality – so that the documentation of the outside world's reactions
to the fictions becomes somewhat authentic.
(Lars Movin (2011), Review of Exit Through the Gift Shop (Banksy 2010))1
At first consideration, it seems that fiction and nonfiction are as irreconcilable as
the concepts of falsity and truth. Hence, if something is a lie, it cannot
simultaneously be true, and vice versa. In the same manner – or so it might seem
– if any given film is fictional, it cannot be nonfictional at the same time, and vice
versa. But what about hybrid cinema and irony?
As film spectators already know both fictional and documentary cinema are
reliant on narrative ‘tricks’, such as restriction of story information.2 Take for
instance the fiction thriller The Usual Suspects (Bryan Singer 1995) and the
documentary Searching for Sugar Man (Malik Bendjelloul 2012). Here the
spectator is misled into believing story information which proves to be false as
the narratives progress: in these cases that Roger ‘Verbal’ Kint (Kevin Spacey) is
not Keyser Söze, and Rodriquez is deceased. As well as using a restriction of
story information to create shifts in the interpretive frames of the spectator,
hybrid cinema inhabits a discursive border zone where something initially
experienced as documentary later proves to be fiction, or the other way around.
This type of reversal can be described as a shift of existential knowledge or
reality status that completely reverses the spectator’s engagement in a given film.
This was the case for many New Zealanders when Forgotten Silver (Costa Botes,
Peter Jackson 1995) aired on national television. As it turned out, the enigmatic
protagonist (who apparently created all sorts of groundbreaking inventions) was
a character wholly invented by the directors. The film is a mockumentary – a
fiction film pretending to be a documentary, where all the initially accepted
reality markers can be dismissed as deceitful, fictional inventions.3 Once again,
this situation proved that a film can be interpreted in two opposing ways – here
as documentary and fiction – when it is perceived by spectators with differing
levels of existential knowledge.

All Danish quotes are translated into English by the writer.
I will return to a more precise definition of nonfiction and documentary in 2.2., for now
explaining documentary as a subcategory of nonfiction film (see for instance, Barsam 1973).
3 See Fetveit (2003, 177–79) for a description of the case of Forgotten Silver
1
2
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But what happens to the viewing experience when the ambiguous concept of
irony (here briefly defined as ‘doing something, while actually intending to
communicate the exact opposite’) is introduced between characters and real
people in the film itself? As we shall see, the viewing experience depends on
whether the irony is directed towards specific people in a film for political
means, as in The Ambassador (Mads Brügger 2011), or both towards people in and
spectators outside the film, as in I’m Still Here (Casey Affleck 2010). Also, it can
serve more direct satirical purposes, as we shall see in relation to Borat and Brüno
(Larry Charles 2006, 2009). As suggested in the introductory quote, what is
common for these films are that duplicitous characters or character-versions of
people who we generally or partly know from ‘reality’, invade an uninformed
world.4
In this thesis, I wish to investigate these new films as a predominant
phenomenon within contemporary hybrid cinema. I argue that they exceed the
boundaries of the neighboring terms ‘mockumentary’ and ‘fictiobiographical
films’ (where famous people play themselves in an unsettled discursive mix of
fiction and biography, such as in Klown (Mikkel Nørgaard 2010) (Jacobsen 2012,
11–12)) and suggest that they belong to another specific cinematic hybrid mode:
the double discourse of cinema.
The ironic duplicity of these films is the main issue here as it challenges the
spectator’s engagement in the ‘border zone’ and I will suggest that these films
do not merely combine fiction and documentary in parts or invert the
spectator’s interpretational frame from documentary into fiction. More
controversially, fiction and documentary can share the same diegetic time and
space within the double discourse of cinema, meaning that one scene or
sequence can elicit both fiction and documentary engagement at the very same
time. Given this, I will explore how an ironic combination of fiction and documentary
within ‘the double discourse of cinema’ challenges the spectator’s engagement.
Rationale and structure
This thesis start with a brief explanation of how hybrid cinema and the double
discourse can be defined, besides presenting the body of work I wish to
investigate. In the popular criticism of this body of work, for instance I’m Still
Here, the main query seems to be to decide the reality status – or what I will
label ‘existential status’ from now on – of the films, summed up in questions

Quite interestingly, the quote is related to a film that cannot per se be said to use this
characteristic. I will return to this matter in 1.6.
4
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such as “Real or fake” (Rea 2010).5 That is why I wish to continue with an
explanation of the distinction between fiction and documentary in a cognitive,
sociocultural, etymological, and ontological perspective in Chapter 2. With
regard to the latter, I will briefly discuss Dorrit Cohn’s contribution, The
Distinction of Fiction (1999), in which the main argument is that fiction and
nonfiction can be separated due to ontological differences in third person
literature (Cohn 1999, vii-viii). Even though Cohn’s theory proves helpful (as
we shall see in, for instance, Chapter 6), I argue that it is generally problematic
in relation to the films in question. This I will demonstrate by ‘testing’ them
against two scenes in Borat and Brüno that can be described as consistent with
the double discourse. This does not mean that Cohn’s theory is faulty or
insufficient, rather that the films under scrutiny employ existential irony, which
problematizes the theory’s application in this context.
According to Arild Fetveit in Multiaccentual Cinema (2003, 2), some argue that
the fiction-documentary boundary is blurred (even non-existent), some that it is
clear-cut and can be defined using simple stylistic and narrative criteria.
However, what is often lost in the ‘distinction discussion’ is the specific
complexity that defines different variants of hybrid cinema. Thus, to be able to
deal with hybrid cinema without concluding with an ‘it is fiction or
documentary’ answer, I wish to investigate the films in question as phenomena
that ironize about fiction and documentary, and as a function of this, relate to a
certain spectatorial engagement. Given this, I will build my argument on Vivian
Sobchack’s film phenomenology in Chapter 3. Here I employ a critical reading
of Sobchack’s illuminating contribution “Toward a Phenomenology of
Nonfictional Film Experience” in the anthology Collecting Visible Evidence (1999)
where cinema is described as different modes of engagement or “subjective
relation[s] to an objective cinematic and televisual text” (Sobchack 1999, 241).
In the context of my analytical examples, I will discuss variations of these
different modes (home movie, documentary, fiction), as Sobchack’s explanation
are somewhat to general, for instance in terms of the inclusion of different
documentary modes of engagement. Here, I will draw on Stella Bruzzi’s
explanation of performative documentaries in New Documentary, a critical
introduction (2000) and the constitutive research of documentary theorist Bill
Nichols. Nichols discusses different modes of documentaries – for example, the
expository, the reflexive, and the performative – with different intentions and

Others posing relating questions are, for instance Rothkopf 2010, Felperin 2010, O’Sullivan
2010, and Turan 2010.
5
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characteristics explained via a voluminous corpus of examples.6 Furthermore, I
will discuss the possibility of a fourth mode of engagement which relates
generally to hybrid cinema and specifically to the double discourse.
The choice of theoretical approach infers that I will aim “to provide an unbiased
description as possible of how the objects present themselves as phenomena of
the consciousness” (Køppe and Collin 2014, 374). This indicates that the
spectatorial engagement is viewed in a phenomenological perspective, which is
why, for instance, empirical reception theory exceeds the limits of this thesis. In
this context, this phenomenological approach favors investigation of both
cinematic characteristics and spectatorial engagement, which seems appropriate
in this equivocal research area.
As Sobchack defines the film experience as a subjective and conscious relation
to something objective, it seems inevitable that this ‘objective’ also has to be
taken into consideration: this being the film itself. Here, the cinematic examples
represent different levels of intra-textual, existential knowledge (who knows
which existential status the given cinematic situation is referring to?), which are
related to the presence of different concepts of irony. Many philosophers and
literary theorists including Socrates, Søren Kierkegaard, and Richard Rorty
have been engaged with different understandings of the ambiguous concept
throughout antique, romantic, modern, and postmodern history. In the context
of this thesis, the strategy is to frame the discussion of irony narrowly, and to
clarify how it can be understood in the context of the double discourse: more
precisely how it relates to the concept of existential knowledge. This will be
investigated in Chapter 4, in which I will discuss different definitions explained
by Thomas Bredsdorff in the historical and systematical introduction Ironiens
Pris (2014).7
This entails that there are characteristics in these films that problematize a
textual distinction; however, it does also imply that there will always be
cinematic characteristics that solicit the spectator to engage in different
spectatorial modes. As explained by Nöel Carroll (1996a, 86–87), this does not
infer that stylistic characteristics are proofs of fiction or documentary: “The
distinction between nonfiction and fiction (…) does not collapse with the
recognition of stylistic correlations, since the distinction never rested upon such
Nichols has enriched his documentary modes through a series of contributions. The idea of a
distinction between documentary modes was introduced in Ideology and the Image (Nichols 1981)
and presented in Representing Reality (Nichols 1991). The distinction has been further developed
in e.g. Blurred Boundaries (Nichols 1994) and Introduction to Documentary (Nichols 2010 [2001]).
7 Ironiens pris translates as The price of irony.
6
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formal or technical differentiae in the first place”. Still, stylistic characteristics
are not insignificant to the spectatorial engagement but they are, as Sobchack
(1999, 251) explains, “only a solicitation […] themselves never a guarantor”.
Similarly, Fetveit (2003, 176) argues that “we often use intra-textual indicators
for deciding whether to employ a factual or fictional frame of interpretation”.
Throughout the thesis, I will argue that there will typically be stylistic
characteristics which can be interpreted as, for example, ‘reality markers’ in a
documentary, albeit that the film does not necessarily prove to be one.
I will then proceed to investigate two films thoroughly, starting with I’m Still
Here and the existentially ironic hoax-situation in Chapter 5, which positions
both social actors in the film and spectators in a spectatorial state of flux.8 I will
look at this film as a double discursive film that solicits a specific double
discursive mode of engagement. Also, main parts of the film allude to what I
call the ‘mockumentary engagement’, which suggests that the double discourse
here has ‘invaded’ the hybrid form of mockumentary. In Chapter 6, I will
attend to The Ambassador where the use of irony is applied for mainly political
purposes. Here, the double discourse is restricted to an intra-textual level, as it
makes use of an equal level of existential knowledge between the protagonist,
Mads Cortzen (or is it Mads Brügger?) and the spectator, while leaving other
social actors in the film in an existential ‘limbo’. In parts, and in contrast to I’m
Still Here, The Ambassador invites documentary rather than mockumentary
engagement, which suggests that the double discourse here has ‘invaded’ the
documentary.
In Chapter 7, I will discuss the use of irony in I’m Still Here and The Ambassador
comparatively; mainly how the former uses it as means to discuss an
existential-reflexive attitude of life and the latter as a satirical and political
vehicle. Finally, I will discuss how the use of irony in both cases can be viewed
as a means to achieve what is also a key element of the introductory quote:
authenticity.

8

In this thesis, I will employ a distinction between character (what is played) and the person or
actor (who is playing). This was originally suggested by Aristotle in Poetics (2001). Also, I will
adopt the term ‘social actor’ (see Nichols 2010 [2001]) when referring to referential, ‘real’ people
in a given film.
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Chapter 1. The double discourse as hybrid cinema
Evidently, the hybrid form as a discursive combination between fiction and
nonfiction is not only present within a cinematic realm; as different scholars
argue, it can more appropriately be viewed as a trans-aesthetical phenomenon
or genre present in the wider narrative discourse (Jacobsen 2012, 33; Harms
Larsen 1990, 12; Behrendt 2006, 30). Still, this thesis takes its point of departure
within cinema, in which the equivocality surpasses that of hybrid literature on
different parameters. For instance, the cinematic experience possesses a
sensuous dimension absent from the novel, for example, which adds to its
degree of verisimilitude (Grodal 2007, 210). According to Rick Altman, this is
also related to the polysemy of cinema, which
does not carry a single message, unified, unilinear, and univocal.
Instead, it is more like a scarred palimpsest, at various points revealing
diverse discursive layers, each one recorded at a different point in
time.9
(Altman 1992, 10)
1.1. Defining hybrid cinema
In the present context, hybrid cinema is viewed as a predominant phenomenon
relating to spectatorial engagements that differs from that of documentary and
fiction. Even though it would be misleading to claim that hybrid cinema is
something modern (or postmodern), I argue that it makes sense to discuss a
specific and predominant variant which has challenged spectators deliberately
within the last decades.
Hybrid cinema has a vast number of competing terms, most significantly
‘borderline cases’ (Cohn 1999), ‘multiaccentual cinema’ (Fetveit 2003), ‘faction’
(Harms Larsen 1990), and ‘fiction-equivocal works’ (Brix Jacobsen 2013), which
to some extent relate to the same body of work. The notion applied in this thesis
is that hybrid cinema is an equally as relevant discourse as fiction and
documentary, existing in an intermediate state. The same argument is found in
Peter Harms Larsen’s Faktion (1995), describing the hybrid form (using the term
‘faction’) as a type of aesthetic object…:
(…) where the mix of ”fact” and ”fiction” is interesting and problematic,
and where this mix has played a part – either in the way the audience
The word ‘Palimpsest’ originates from literary theory. It refers to a new text, which is based or
inspired by an older version, the original text. For instance, James Joyce’s Ulysses is inspired by
Homer’s The Odyssey.
9
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has perceived and received the message – or in the way the addresser
has produced and made an object – but mostly both.
(Harms Larsen 1990, 12)
The most predominant variants of hybrid cinema have been investigated as
different, more-or-less established modes, genres, or genre critiques from
different theoretical perspectives. Besides the double discourse these count
among them: the docu-drama/drama-documentary (explained in Faktion
(Harms Larsen 1990) for example); the animated documentary; the
mockumentary (Multiaccentual cinema (Fetveit 2003)): and the fictiobiographical
film (Jacobsen 2012). It deserves to be mentioned that this thesis is not trying to
redefine or discount these. However, the variants of hybrid cinema that
resembles the double discourse the most – the mockumentary and the
fictiobiographical film – will be discussed comparatively in Chapter 4 and 5.
Furthermore, this listing does not infer that these are the only hybrid cinema
variants. It rather means that these are among the most predominant ones,
which aligns with Harms Larsen’s definition.10 The task in this thesis is to
explain how fiction and documentary ‘mix’ in the chosen films and how this
affects the spectator’s engagement.
1.2. A brief history of hybridity: from novel to cinema
Since the beginning of film history, hybrid cinema has existed in various
different forms. From the staged ‘documents’ of the Lumière-brothers in, for
instance, L’Arroseur Arrosé (1895), through Rob Reiner’s This is Spinal Tap (1984),
to today where the reception of Ariel Schulman and Henry Joost’s Catfish (2010)
is posing questions of the film’s status of reality (e.g. Burr 2010; Ebert 2010a;
Scott 2010). Still, most scholars argue that the hybrid form thrived in
mainstream and art cinema (and television) as a more predominant
phenomenon from the mid-1980’s and onwards (see Fetveit 2003, 18). Here,
films like Zelig (Woody Allen 1983), Man Bites Dog (Rémy Belvaux, André
Bonzel, Benoît Poelvoorde 1992), and The Blair Witch Project (Daniel Myrick,
Eduardo Sanchez 1999) serve as good examples.
Still, the history of the hybrid form is much older than film history. In the mid18th century, where different scholars argue that narrative fiction (materialized
in the novel) found the form that we still are dependent on today (Gallagher
2006, 336–37; Harms Larsen 1990, 15), one of the first examples of the hybrid
form was created. The supposedly real account of a journey, Robinson Crusoe
(1719), was written by Daniel Defoe not, as Defoe claimed in the book’s title, by
For further reading, different hybrid forms are discussed in, for example, Rhodes and
Springer 2006; Paget 1998; Balsom 2013.
10
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Robinson Crusoe, who was the author’s wholly invented character.11 According
to Harms Larsen (1990, 18), the first person narrator was depicted “through an I
who resemble[d] ME” to achieve an effect of authenticity.
1.3. A note on levels of authorship
Here, Harms Larsen is referring to the general assumption (or rule) about levels
of authorship presented by narratologist, Gérard Genette in Fiction and Diction
(1993 [1991]). In nonfiction, Genette explains, there is equality between author
and narrator (a univocal author), whereas in fiction these are separated (an
equivocal author) (Genette 1993 [1991], 78–88). Take the examples of Academy
Award-winning documentary Bowling for Columbine (Michael Moore 2002) and
the fiction film mentioned in the introduction The Usual Suspects. In Bowling for
Columbine, Michael Moore is the author of the film in the sense that he has
written and directed it, but he is also the embodied narrator presented through
both voice-over and onscreen diegetic presence. This is an example of the
univocal author synonymous with the documentary. In The Usual Suspects,
director Bryan Singer and writer Christopher McQuarrie share the role of the
author. However, the narrator is mainly the character voice-over of Roger
‘Verbal’ Kint (Kevin Spacey). This is an example of the equivocal author in
fiction film.
You can argue that this distinctive criterion already collapsed with Robinson
Crusoe and as we shall see later, an author level collapse is a dominant
characteristic of the double discourse. Furthermore, Genette’s distinction is
problematic in case of cinema, as the univocal author is quite rare, which again
can be seen in relation to Altman’s description of cinematic polysemy.
1.4. Defining the double discourse of cinema
I will now turn attention to the object of analysis, the specific phenomenon
itself. The double discourse is a discursive form where both fiction and
documentary is created intra-textually through different cinematic
characteristics. It presents referential ‘real’ people in films that seem to be
documentaries or a hybrid cinema form such as mockumentaries or
fictiobiographical films. This happens mainly through textual characteristics
normally attributed to the documentary but also through extra-textual
‘indexing’.12 At some point, elements of the initial mode are undermined. This
can happen during the course of viewing (intra-textually) or in the context
(extra-textually). Thereby the films partly or completely shift to another mode,
Original title: The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of Robinson Crusoe of York, Mariner…
Written by himself (Harms Larsen 1990, 17).
12 Noël Carroll (1996b, 238) describes indexing as how a given film is described by the producer.
11
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the double discourse. As a result, the double discourse solicits a specific kind of
spectatorial engagement, which will be discussed in 3.3. In addition, my
hypothesis is that the use of irony is able to produce both fiction and
documentary within the same spatiotemporal entity; scene or sequence. This is
discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
For clarification and to show its position in a process of generic levels as Rick
Altman describes in Film/genre (1999, 62–64), it will (rather simplified) be
positioned like a cinematic and discursive form within the narrative discourse
of hybrid cinema. The double discourse can also be explained in the same way
as Louise Brix Jacobsen in Fiktiobiografisme (2012) explains the concept of
fictiobiographism:
as a mode, a narrating style that can occur in different genres across
media. (…) [It] can have an effect on different genres but (…) should not
be regarded as a genre in the sense that the novel is a genre. (…) [It] can
move across and operate in different genres.
(Jacobsen 2012, 33)
In this thesis, I strive to create rather clear-cut boundaries between the double
discourse and other hybrid cinema variants. This is chosen because my
hypothesis is that it makes a great difference whether irony and knowledge
about what is happening in the film or communicated to the spectator are
simple or more complicated to grasp. In Zelig, for example, the existential irony
is clear as the main character is physically able to transform himself – it is
fiction – whereas the existential irony in I’m Still Here and The Ambassador (as we
shall see in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6) is more complicated to access. Without
engaging in a discussion of how genres act and evolve, I will argue that it as
problematic to group Zelig and I’m Still Here, for example, in the same category.
It will simply confuse the ability to trace the specificity implied in one or the
other, except for the fact that they both, to different extents and with different
intentions, can be classified within the overarching mode of hybrid cinema.
1.5. The cinematic body of work and historical predecessors
In the following, I will outline parts of the cinematic body of work, fully
acknowledging that the scope of this thesis limits the number of analytical
examples investigated. To different extents, I’m Still Here and The Ambassador
seem to relate to documentary cinema. I’m Still Here focuses on deranged
celebrity culture and the mental breakdown of actor-rapper Joaquin Phoenix,
while The Ambassador focuses on how the Danish provocateur, Mads Brügger
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infiltrates the corrupt ambassador system.13 Here, two arguments are central.
Firstly, the extratexts surrounding the films either suggest that they are
documentaries (The Ambassador participated in the International Documentary
Film Festival Amsterdam 2011 (IDFA)) or that they at least represent a
“portrayal” (DVD-cover of I’m Still Here). Secondly, the directors or writers
participate in the films referred to under their real names, stressing a
commonality with Genette’s univocal author. From this starting point and to
different extents, these films detach themselves from the initial mode of
documentary – a process I will investigate in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
In recent years, the double discourse has also notably been present in the
painfully awkward TV-series and films authored by comedian and actor, Sacha
Baron Cohen. Following on from the infamously volatile character of Ali G in
Da Ali G Show (Sacha Baron Cohen 2003-2004), Cohen embarked on a journey of
comic invention, producing work which resembled hidden camera TV shows,
except that the camera was not hidden. This peaked with the Oscar-nominated
Borat (Larry Charles 2006) and continued with Brüno (Larry Charles 2009) and
The Dictator (Larry Charles 2012), where Cohen (as Borat, Brüno, or Aladeen)
interacted with people who did not know that Cohen’s persona was a character.
I will return to a brief analysis of two representative scenes from Borat and
Brüno in Chapter 2. Also, in Chapter 6, I investigate Mads Brügger’s The
Ambassador, but prior to this he made two double discursive TV-series: Danes
for Bush (with Jacob S. Boeskov 2004) and The Red Chapel (2006) which was made
into a film in 2009.
Historically, there are some prominent examples of predecessors of the double
discourse, such as Orson Welles’ F for Fake (1975) and Nanni Moretti’s Dear
Diary (1993). They introduce dominant shifts in spectatorial modes between
spectators – from documentary to fiction and vice versa – albeit not
incorporating an intra-textual, hierarchic division of existential knowledge to
the extent we find in contemporary double discourse films. Furthermore, these
films ‘blur’ the relationship between author levels by representing a univocal
author, which is conflicted by the use of metalepsis.
1.6. Metalepsis and ‘fake’ cases
Coined by Genette in Narrative Discourse (1980), metalepsis is defined as “any
intrusion by the extradiegetic narrator or narratee into the diegetic universe (or
by diegetic characters into a metadiegetic universe, etc.), or the inverse (…)”
(Genette 1980, 234–35). Thus, it is typically an indicator of fiction, but
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Besides being the protagonist of I’m Still Here, Phoenix is also credited as writer.
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deceitfully metalepsis can lead the spectator into the double discursive
engagement, albeit the film is not necessarily double discursive.
In Dear Diary, metalepsis creates confusion in the course of viewing when
director/narrator/protagonist Moretti finds himself embodied within his own
fantasy – a metadiegetic universe – where he reprimands a film critic.
Evidently, this is not possible within the laws of physics. Through metalepsis he
breaks the experienced existential status (documentary) applied in the first part
of the film, thus rejecting this mode in the given scene. However, this does not
undermine the previous or following documentary sequences of the film.
Again, Dear Diary stresses that a film can relate to different levels of existential
status, fiction and documentary: although in this case, not simultaneously.

Fig. 1 and 2. Moretti embarks on a clearly marked fiction (1), whereas other
parts of the film are clearly marked documentary (2).
Albeit to a different extent, I would argue that the use of metalepsis is the
reason several film critics and scholars have wrongfully attributed films such as
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Exit Through the Gift Shop and Catfish to hybrid cinema or a double discourselike mode (e.g. Lowe 2010; Movin 2011; Philips 2010; Jacobsen et al. 2013, 47). In
Exit Through the Gift Shop, we follow the peculiar personality of Thierry Guetta,
but after approximately an hour, the film makes an abrupt shift from being
Thierry’s film about street artist society and Banksy, to be Banksy’s film about
Thierry and his entrance into the art world as Mr. Brainwash. This happens
when Banksy, as an intradiegetic narrator with muffled voice and blurred face,
intrudes in the narrative. “Maybe, I could have a go” (54.50), he says, referring
to finishing the street art documentary, which Thierry had unsuccessfully been
working on for years: the very film, we, the spectators are watching. This is
metalepsis, but in this context it rather suggests that a documentary can employ
a fictional characteristic, such as metalepsis, despite it not necessarily being a
fiction, hybrid, or double discourse-like film. Also, Banksy had already
‘warned’ the spectator in the beginning:
Well, the film is the story of what happened when this guy tried to make
a documentary about me. But he was actually a lot more interesting than
I am, so now the film is kind of about him…
(Banksy, Exit Through the Gift Shop, ca. 02.30-50).
Here, we witness how a cunning rather than an unreliable narrator (resembling
Welles in F for Fake) can cause spectatorial confusion without actually
employing the double discourse. Now, we need to examine how the ‘border
zone’ and distinction between fiction and documentary can be explained from a
more systematic perspective.
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Chapter 2. The distinction between fiction and documentary
Implied in the word ‘hybrid’ is a dialectic attitude towards two concepts
relating to different levels of existential status: fiction and documentary. Thus,
before investigating Sobchack’s film phenomenology, certain cognitive,
etymological, and textual matters regarding the distinction between fiction and
documentary need to be explained. In this chapter, I will discuss how different
scholars have dealt with the distinction, trying to pinpoint what specific
approaches might be of use in the following analysis. I focus on the distinction
between fiction and documentary discourse, not the distinction between
discourse and ‘reality’.
2.1. The distinction from a cognitive and sociocultural perspective
When the question of existential status is to be explained, it can be illuminating
to cross the boundaries of aesthetic demarcation, as fiction and nonfiction
theory historically have been a main concern in narratology and literature
studies. In narratology, a frequent discussion has been whether the distinction
between fiction and nonfiction is a universal cognitive constant or a
sociocultural construct. Jean-Marie Schaeffer elaborates:
all human communities seem to distinguish between actions and
discourses that are meant to be taken “seriously” and others whose
status is different: they are recognized as “playful pretense” or as
“makebelieve” [sic]. Furthermore, developmental psychology and
comparative ethnology have shown that the distinction between
representations having truth claims and ‘makebelieve’ [sic]
representations is crucial in the ontogenetic development of the
cognitive structure of the infant psyche and that this phenomenon is
transcultural.
(Schaeffer 2013, 3).
In line with this reasoning, I argue that it not only makes sense to discuss the
distinction between fiction and documentary as a product of our striving to
categorize and define any given concept, but that the ability to make this
distinction is in fact, as Schaeffer suggests, a universal phenomenon. This leads
others to claim that without the ability to make this distinction, we simply
would not be able to operate cognitively (Jacobsen et al. 2013, 15). On a
psychological note, you can argue that the lack of this ability is the main cause
of mental disorders, such as schizophrenia and psychosis.
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In Embodied Visions (2009), film professor Torben Grodal discusses how the
human brain through millions of years has been able to distinguish between
real, concrete experiences and imaginary, hypothetical situations – even before
the evolution of language and creative representation. The reason then for still
being able to react to, for instance, cinema through thrills, laughter, sorrow, and
arousal is associated to older and lower parts of the brain (the emotional or
limbic system) which react independent of higher parts (the cognitive and
motor systems). To the lower parts, seeing and hearing still equate to reality
(Grodal 2009, 100–01, 147).14 According to Sobchack (1999, 242), the very
condition of being able to take cinema seriously also enables us to accept that
cinema is not reality in the sense of embodied real beings acting in front of us.
Rather the verisimilitude of cinematic representation easily allows spectators to
relate the content to their own real world experiences.
That we distinct between fiction and nonfiction is one thing, however what we
concretely attribute to the concepts of fiction and nonfiction have and will
always change due to cultural and temporal factors. These factors are ‘saved’ in
the higher parts of the brain and can be understood as mental schemata (Grodal
2007, 213; Grodal 2009, 145). That our ability to distinguish is related to these
factors is also a vital point proposed by Sobchack, who argues that we then
decide “the existential status of what we see there [onscreen] in relation to what
we have experienced and know of the life-world we inhabit” (Sobchack 1999,
243). Thus, she argues, one person’s fiction might be another person’s
documentary.
2.2. The distinction from an etymological perspective
Different scholars point to the fact that there is often ambiguity about one of the
most basic points of departure for a discussion of a phenomenon: the
etymological meaning associated with the term ‘fiction’ (Cohn 1999; Gallagher
2006). Originating from the Latin noun ‘fictio’ and derived from the verbal form
‘fingere’, the word ‘fiction’ implies the often cited common denominator
‘something that is invented or untrue’ (Jacobsen et al. 2013, 13; Cohn 1999, 1).
As literary scholar and author Raymond Williams suggests, this has an
“interesting double sense of a kind of imaginative literature [or film for that
matter] and of a pure (sometimes deliberately deceptive) invention” (Quoted in
These mental processes are explained thoroughly in Torben Grodal’s Moving Pictures (1997)
and updated in Embodied Visions (Grodal 2009, 145-57) as the PECMA Flow. To ‘guide’ a stimuli
through this flow, we perceive something audiovisually through onscreen textual attention,
match it with our mental schemata, and then cognitively evaluate in our conscience whether it
is documentary or fiction.
14
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Cohn 1999, 2, Cohn's emphasis). Ultimately, this equivocality stresses the very
core of the distinction problem: that the term ‘fiction’ is an ambiguous
homonym, referring to both an ‘invented imitation’ and something ‘untrue’. But
what does ‘truth’ really mean?
In Poetics, Aristotle (2001, chapter 9, 1464) asserts that poetry is concerned with
philosophical and universal truths, whereas historiography is concerned with
singular and particular truth. Here, he also discusses the difference between the
historian and poet where “one describes the thing that has been, and the other a
kind of thing that might be” (Aristotle and McKeon 2001, chapter 9, 1464). In
this thesis, I suggest that fiction is the art of imitating something that might
happen (or might have happened) – which is concerned with philosophical and
universal truths, not singular and particular ones. As we shall see later, fiction
relates to a specific mode of engagement.
This aligns with what Louise Brix Jacobsen et al. suggest in Fiktionalitet (2013,
16), where it is argued that: “Conditions in the fictive world are evaluated
comparatively, and it is per se only important whether they are plausible or not
in that world – not in the real world”.15 Thus you can believe a given character
to be universally true within an invented fiction. An example might be agent
Dave Kujan (Chazz Palminteri) in The Usual Suspects who acts with
psychological authenticity or truthfulness when he realizes that Verbal
Kint/Keyzer Söze has conned him: he drops his cup, stares desperately at the
noticeboard, and then runs after him. This is despite you consciously
positioning the film’s existential status as fiction. Thus to declare that fiction is a
mere representation of untruth would be to ignore the potential effect of
universal truth existing within the fiction discourse. Also, this notion of truth
has been the widely understood meaning of fiction in an aesthetic context since
the 18th century where literary realism was accepted as a new paradigm
(Gallagher 2006; Cohn 1999, 3). Thus from this point on, philosopher David
Hume’s famous statement, that novelists were “liars by profession”, became
irrelevant (Quoted in Cohn 1999, 3).
As nonfiction scholar, Richard Meran Barsam suggests in Nonfiction Film (1973,
4), nonfiction is associated with truth – as much as fiction, inversely, is often
associated with untruth. On this matter different scholars argue that the notion
of attributing truth to nonfiction originates from the tendency to align the
cultural sphere with the political one (Harms Larsen 1990; Beck Jørgensen 1978,
9-10). After all, it seems clear that to attribute truth to fiction (i.e. to lie) within

15

Fiktionalitet translates as Fictionality.
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journalism and jurisprudence can have severe repercussions. However, within
aesthetics in general and documentary cinema in particular, there are other
rules to the game as the consequences can be regarded as an intended result of
artistic freedom.
According to Stella Bruzzi in New Documentaries, a critical introduction (2001),
modern documentary cinema discusses the notion of truth and, to some extent,
allows factors such as performance into the realm of nonfiction. These film
“herald a different notion of documentary ‘truth’ that acknowledges the
construction and artificiality of even the nonfiction film” (Bruzzi 2000, 154). In
this way, new documentaries are not necessarily breaking with the nonfiction
tradition; they are rather extending its aims into a performative realm.
Therefore, to declare that nonfiction is always connected to empirical truth
would be to ignore notions of more subjective variants of truth investigated in
different modes of documentary cinema, as we shall see later.
In addition, we need to be able to distinct between the etymological meaning of
documentary and nonfiction. In the 1932 article “First Principles of
Documentary”, John Grierson – commonly referred to as the first to describe
‘documentary’ as a noun and a concept – suggested the idea that the concept of
documentary should be viewed as a variant of the nonfiction film. He proposed
that the term ‘documentary’ term should be reserved for ‘higher’ genres of
films, accentuating the creative and dramatic interpretation of natural material,
as an artistic subclass of nonfiction (Grierson 1947, 99-101; Fetveit 2003, 9-12).
This stresses the documentary’s difference to for instance journalistic,
educational, and commercial nonfiction, which, in contrast, can be labelled
‘factual (cinema)’. In relation to this thesis, I suggest that documentary is an
artistic variant of nonfiction cinema, which is concerned with either particular
or subjective variants of truth. As we shall see later, documentary also relates to
a specific mode of engagement.
2.3. The distinction from an ontological perspective: signposts of fictionality
Here, I will briefly attend to Dorrit Cohn’s ‘signpost of fictionality’ as presented
in The Distinction of Fiction (1999) as I will later argue that spectatorial
engagement is solicited by certain textual characteristics discussed by Cohn.
Cohn’s theory is constructed in relation to the genre of literary fiction, what she
defines as “nonreferential narrative” (Cohn 1999, viii). Narrative is understood
as “a series of statements that deal with a causally related sequence of events
that concern human (or human-like) beings”, and nonreferential “signifies that
a work of fiction itself creates the world to which it refers by referring to it”
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(Cohn 1999, 12-13). Cohn’s main contribution is three guidelines, which are
related to a third person nonreferential narrative – three signposts of
fictionality. These are:
[1] adherence to a bi-level story/discourse model that assumes
emancipation from the enforcement of a referential data base; [2]
employment of narrative situations that open to inside views of the
characters’ mind: and [3] articulation of narrative voices that can be
detached from their authorial origin.
(Cohn 1999, viii)16
The third signpost refers to the general assumption about an equivocal author
as discussed in 1.3., whereas the second signpost is a narrative and stylistic
characteristic.17 With regard to the first signpost, Cohn explains the necessity of
adding a third level – reference or referentiality – to the classic bi-level ‘storydiscourse model’ when dealing with nonfiction narratives. This imposes a trilevel model, as in ‘reference-story-discourse’, which implies that fiction can
refer to a world outside the aesthetic object (Cohn 1999, 112). It also means that
“(1) its references to the world (…) are not bound to accuracy; and (2) it does
not refer exclusively to the real world outside the text” (Cohn 1999, 15).
Even though the signpost may provide insight in most clear-cut cases of fiction
and documentary, they are problematic in relation to hybrid cinema in general
and the double discourse specifically. In the following section, I will describe
how Cohn’s signposts fall short when they are tested against films that employ
existential irony. For this purpose, I will discuss two scenes from Borat and
Bruno.
2.4. The signpost ‘breakdown’ in Borat and Brüno
From the point of view of the spectator, there can be no doubt that Borat and
Brüno (Cohen) are fictional characters created with a comedic and satirical
intention. First of all, this is mainly due to the indexing of the films. For
instance, Cohen was already known for practicing this kind comedy in Da Ali G
Show. However, this information was not necessarily available to the people
who met the characters of Borat and Brüno, and who have now become part of
Here, Cohn labels the classic narratological distinction of ”events referred to by the text and
the way the these events are presented” as ‘story’ and ‘discourse’ (Cohn 1999, 110–11). In film
theory, post David Bordwell’s Narration in the Fiction Film (1997 [1985]), these are typically
referred to as ‘fabula’ and ‘syuzhet’.
17 As cinema and literary representations of ‘inside views’ differ quite extensively, I will not
focus on the second signpost.
16
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the films. Thus, the existential knowledge about the purpose of their
involvement is differing – or what I will label ‘hierarchic’ from now on. The
purpose behind Cohen’s presence as the characters of Borat and Brüno is to
create comedy through an ironic relation to certain parts of American culture;
the people he meets believed they were helping him with a range of more or
less ridiculous problems.
As an example, in Borat, the fictional Kazakhstanian reporter Borat meets with
Patrick Haggerty, a journalist and comedy expert (ca. 11.00-14.00). Even though
he is not a famous person, the spectator will tend to position him according to
referentiality, which – if we are to follow Cohn’s first signpost – makes this
nonfiction (or documentary). Haggerty’s reference to a particular and accurate
‘reality’ can – if necessary – be substantiated with empirical proof through an
extra-textual ‘fact check’.18 However, the spectator will not be able to attribute
this kind of reference to the character of Borat, among other things because
he/she at this point will know that Cohen is playing the character. Through
racist and misogynist irony, Cohen – in the guise of Borat – is communicating
‘over the head’ of Haggerty to the spectator. However – and most importantly –
it is not only Borat’s statements that are ironic; it is the existential status of the
situation itself. Thus the situation resembles that of Socratic irony, where a
teacher is ‘playing stupid’ to provoke new recognition in the mind of the
student (Bredsdorff 2011, 46). However, the roles in Borat are reversed as the
student (Borat) knows something, which the teacher (Haggerty) does not. I will
return to a more precise definition of these ironic concepts in Chapter 4.
The same ironic strategy is applied in different scenes in Brüno but, to a greater
degree this film incorporates people who are known to a wider audience. An
illustrative scene sees the Austrian fashion reporter Brüno interviews singer
and American Idol-judge, Paula Abdul (ca. 14.50-15.45). Here, you can argue that
Abdul is primarily evaluated in relation to accurate, referential information: for
instance, that she is well known for her humanitarian work. If we are to follow
Cohn’s argument again, it must be nonfiction (or documentary). However,
Brüno – in the same manner as Borat – cannot be evaluated in relation to such
accurate, referential information. He will always be a fictional character – even
though he clearly wishes to make Abdul think otherwise. According to
Genette’s levels of authorship and Cohn’s third signpost, there is no equality
between addresser (Cohen) and character (Brüno). The author then is equivocal,
thus it must be fiction.

More information about Patrick Haggerty can be accessed at his personal website,
patrickhaggerty.com.
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Fig. 3 and 4. In Borat (3) and Brüno (4), an ironic intention from Cohen’s
perspective causes Cohn’s first signpost to collapse.
The conclusion is inevitable: Cohn’s signposts do not serve as credible
indicators of fiction and nonfiction in either film. Here, Cohn’s signposts only
provides us with answers as to what these films are not: it is neither fiction nor
nonfiction. Evidently, this points in the direction of hybrid cinema and how it is
created: someone (Cohen) knows more about the existential status than others
(e.g. Haggerty and Abdul) because of the application of irony. Thus, when the
characteristic of irony is present, Cohn’s signposts are compromised.
In Chapter 4 and Chapter 7, I delve more thoroughly into how the double
discourse is related to different kinds of irony. But first, I will explain how
Sobchack’s phenomenological approach provides us with a dynamic
understanding of how hybrid cinema such as Borat and Brüno is challenging
cinematic engagement.
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Chapter 3. Cinematic engagement from a phenomenological
perspective
As argued in the former chapter, Dorrit Cohn’s signposts of fictionality are not
designed with the flexibility needed in relation to hybrid cinema in general and
the double discourse in specific. And as mentioned in the introduction, we need
flexibility to comprehend a phenomenon dependent on the ambiguous concept
of irony. In my opinion, flexibility is among the most important qualities of
Vivian Sobchack’s film phenomenology as presented in “Toward a
Phenomenology of Nonfictional Film Experience” (1999). Here, she describes
three dynamic modes of engagement relating to home movie, documentary,
and fiction film, mainly focusing on the documentary.
Sobchack is concerned with the cinematic experience as a phenomenon, not the
films as objects consisting of textual characteristics: the distinction being an
emphasis on the spectatorial engagement as opposed to the textual
characteristics. Her theory is an elaboration on film phenomenologist JeanPierre Meunier’s Les Structures de l’experience filmmique: L’Identification filmique
(1969), which – in her own words – demonstrate “how dynamic and fluid our
engagement with the cinema really is” (Sobchack 1999, 242).19 Sobchack (1999,
241) also considers this phenomenological theory as an alternative to the
psychoanalytic model of cinematic engagement “in that it does not posit a
single and totalizing structure”.
3.1. Dynamic cinema engagement as a relationship between film and
spectator
Two structures can be identified in Sobchack’s film phenomenology: first that
dynamic should be understood from the perspective that any film “may be
subjectively taken up in a variety of ways, not only in its entirety, but also in its
parts” (Sobchack 1999, 252); and second, that spectators ultimately are likely to
fixate on one dominant mode (Sobchack 1999, 253). With regard to the first, the
term “variety of ways” does not mean that there is no such thing as a relatively
more adequate interpretation; it rather suggests that spectators will “identify
with the cinematic object in each of these modalities many times during a given
film experience” (Sobchack 1999, 253). This description of a dynamic
engagement is what makes the Sobchack’s theory relevant in relation to the
films in question.
19

In addition, Meunier’s theory is inspired by Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology as
introduced in Phénoménologie de la perception (1945).
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Nevertheless, I would rather argue that a fixation is more dependent on either
the indexing process prior to viewing the film or in viewing the start of any
given film. Of course, such a fixation can be invalidated (for instance when we
discover that a film we believed to be a documentary is in fact a
mockumentary) but this is quite extraordinary. In practice, few spectators
watch a film without knowing the existential status of what they are about to
see. However, in relation to the films in question, the positioning of existential
status is often rather difficult. Thus, in relation to hybrid cinema and the double
discourse, I argue that spectators will not make a fixation in relation to a
dominant engagement of either fiction or documentary at the end of the
viewing process.
3.2. Textual attention and spectatorial consciousness
Sobchack’s main point is that spectators “subjectively ‘take up’ what is
objectively ‘given’ as cinematic data” (Sobchack 1999, 242), interpreting the
existential status of a film as either home movie, documentary, or fiction. This
suggests that there are cognitive differences in not only how we distinguish
between and engage in reality and cinema but also how spectators distinguish
between and engage in “cinematic images we regard as documentary
representations of ”the real” from those we regard as real representations of a
”fiction”” (Sobchack 1999, 241). Thus, the existential status of a film is
ultimately interpreted and decided in the mind of the spectator “in relation to
what we have experienced and know of the life-world we inhabit” (Sobchack
1999, 243).
Two interrelated cognitive processes structure this decision: textual attention
and spectatorial consciousness. ‘Textual attention’ refers to how much we focus
our attention to onscreen information (if we look through or at the screen) and
‘spectatorial consciousness’ refers to our use of personal, cultural, and
existential knowledge in relation to the onscreen information (Sobchack 1999,
246). As these terms are somewhat general, they will need to be explained more
specifically, and here Torben Grodal’s Embodied Visions (2009) proves helpful.
According to Grodal (2009, 145), these processes are basically ancillary to motor
actions, which means that the reason why they exist is so we can act
accordingly to a given stimuli. We associate and contextualize these stimuli
with prior knowledge and memories, thus activating our spectatorial
consciousness. This can be described as an involuntary bottom-up process. As a
result, we evaluate whether a given film refers to a specific or general reality (in
the home movie and documentary) or not (fiction), and thus to what degree we
shall employ textual attention and spectatorial consciousness. This can be
described as a voluntary top-down process (Grodal 2009, 148–52).
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According to Sobchack (1999, 244), spectators’ minds tend to focus on textual
attention (for instance, story information) in the fiction film and spectatorial
consciousness (personal memories or general knowledge) in the home movie
and documentary. Furthermore, she argues that the more the spectators’
attention are focused at onscreen information, the less likely they are to employ
spectatorial consciousness – and vice versa. As I argue later, this is not the case
in relation to the double discourse, where an existential double status prompts
the processes to coexist.
3.3. Three spectatorial modes – and the double discursive fourth
After a critical explanation of the different modes of engagement, I will discuss
the possibility of a mode of engagement that is essentially different.
Home movie engagement
Even though the home movie experience is not directly relevant in this context,
an explanation is needed for comparative reasons. The main structure of
engagement in the home movie is to involve spectators in a personal and
specific evocation of places they have been, of people they know to exist (or
have existed) in a world which has existed apart from its onscreen existence
(Sobchack 1999, 243–44). This engagement involves a fragmented, non-causal
consciousness, which elicits saturated emotions: a result of a structure based on
the emotional relationship between onscreen objects and spectators, as opposed
to an intra-textual relationship between onscreen objects. The attention is
unfocused, which means that spectators look through the screen. The images
themselves are not important, rather they are a catalyst for reactivating the
‘real’, which is why a one person often finds another person’s home movies
uninteresting (Sobchack 1999, 247–48; Grodal 1997, 65; Grodal 2009: 147). To
sum up: the engagement favours spectatorial evocation; the attention is
unfocused; and the employment of spectatorial consciousness relating to the
onscreen objects is high.
Fiction engagement
In opposition to the home movie, we find the narrative fiction film. This, of
course, has variations to it, namely ”whether it is perceived as ”realist” or
presents a world that seems completely autonomous from the spectator’s
perceived reality” (Sobchack 1999, 245).20 In relation to narrative fiction, the
spectatorial engagement favours story evaluation, rather than evocation.
Fiction engagement theory serves a predominant position within cognitive and narrative film
studies. However, this is not the place to discuss how different theorists explain engagement in
fictional characters, through e.g. a structure of sympathy in the narrative film. For further
reading see, for instance Murray Smith's Engaging Characters (1995). Furthermore, (continued)
20
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However, this does not imply that we perceive fictional objects as false (see 2.2.
for a discussion of this). As an example, call to mind The Usual Suspects once
again. We might recognize the city of Los Angeles but we do not – due to this
recognition – experience the film as a home movie or a documentary. Rather,
we tend to experience onscreen objects (for example, the character of Roger
‘Verbal’ Kint) as unknown to us personally (unlike the home movie) and
generally (unlike the documentary), because we only know them from their
onscreen presence. Through cinematic verisimilitude, spectators engage in a
mode which has its own intra-logical level (or levels) of reality (Sobchack 1999,
245). Thus, if we are to use Aristotle’s argument, it is experienced as true in a
universal sense, as opposed to a singular or particular sense.
In narrative fiction, according to Sobchack, the attention is focused. Spectators
are intently aware of specific objects and agents. They look at the screen,
seeking to recognize, align, and maybe invest in allegiance with the objects (see
Smith 1995, 81–86), for instance as a function of how they interact with each
other in the narrative. The engagement in the classical fiction film relates to a
causal-logic narrative, evoking tense emotions (Sobchack 1999, 250; Grodal
2007, 65). To sum up: the structure of engagement favours story evaluation; the
attention is focused; and the degree of spectatorial consciousness relating to the
onscreen objects is relatively lower than in the home movie.
Documentary engagement
In between the home movie and the classical fiction film, Sobchack positions the
nonfictional documentary mode of engagement, which relates to documents of
“general reality we know exists or has existed “elsewhere” in our life-world”
(Sobchack 1999, 250). The engagement in the documentary experience favours
contemporaneous comprehension – to understand somebody in, or something
about, the world in a “process of learning” (Sobchack 1999, 249). With regard to
the onscreen objects, spectators might be aware of them generally beforehand
(as it is the case of the films under analysis here), however, the onscreen objects
do not evoke personal memory (Sobchack 1999, 249).
Here, the spectators’ attention is on a middle level, as they both unfocus their
textual attention because they know the objects generally, and focus it because
they do not know them personally. Thus, they simultaneously recognize the
objects of the documentary as referential social actors – for example, Bob Dylan
in Don’t Look Back (D.A. Pennebaker 1967) – while also acknowledging a lack of
the experience related to the art film is not dependent on causality to the same degree as in the
mainstream film. This is because the art film (typically) does not represent a casually dependent
plot with a goal-oriented protagonist.
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personal knowledge about them (Sobchack 1999, 243). To sum up: the
engagement in the documentary favours contemporaneous comprehension,
whereas both the focus and the degree of spectatorial consciousness relating to
the objects onscreen is on a middle level.
As well as in the fiction engagement, I argue that Sobchack’s explanation of
documentary does not acknowledge the complexity and constitutive differences
within this discourse. There are, for instance, rather important spectatorial
variations between viewing an observational documentary, such as the
aforementioned Don’t Look Back and a reflexive-performative documentary,
such as 20,000 Days on Earth (Iain Forsyth, Jane Pollard 2014). Thus, I wish to
vary the idea that comprehension is the fundamental engagement in all
documentaries.
Documentary theorist Bill Nichols has suggested a division between different
documentary modes with “recurrent features and conventions”; however, these
should not be understood as clear-cut categories, because in practice films tend
to combine characteristics from different modes (Nichols (1991, 32-33).21 In
various contributions and in a systematical and historical perspective, he has
explained six different modes of documentary: first the expository, the poetic,
the observational, later adding the participatory and the reflexive, and at last
adding the performative (Nichols 2010 [2001], 144–153). Only the reflexive and
the performative will be explained here due to their relevance in relation to the
films in question. With regard to the performative documentary, I will also
briefly cite Stella Bruzzi’s New Documentary, a critical introduction (2000).
Instead of focusing on the relationship of the filmmaker (often the protagonist)
to other social actors in a film, the reflexive documentaries are self-conscious
and self-questioning films which address the spectator with more philosophical
issues of representation. This mode requires a heightened form of
consciousness from the spectator about their “relation to a documentary and
what it represents (…) [which] involves a shift in levels of awareness” (Nichols
2010 [2001], 194). According to Fetveit, this mode should include attention to
whether the reflexivity relates to a political or formal dimension. The formal
reflexivity relates to questions of style and narrative; the political reflexivity
“draws our attention to relations of power and issues of who gets represented
by whom in what ways” (Fetveit 2003, 85–86).

Other attempts to theorize and distinguish between documentary modes can be found in, for
example, Carl Plantinga’s Rhetoric and Representation in Nonfiction Film (1997).
21
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The performative documentary “sets out to demonstrate how embodied
knowledge provides entry into an understanding of the more general processes
at work in society” (Nichols 2010 [2001], 201). In this way, it underscores a
subjective and complex attitude about what spectators believe to be ‘true’ about
the world. The performative documentary has a relaxed relationship to
presentation of actual happenings and imagined elements, as it is trying to
communicate subjectivity rather than objectivity (Nichols 2010 [2001], 202).
Bruzzi enriches the understanding of the performative documentary mode,
which she defines as a mode that “emphasises – and indeed constructs a film
around – the often hidden aspects of performances, whether on the part of the
documentary subjects or the filmmakers” (Bruzzi 2000, 153). These films
accentuate the intrusive filmmaker and the means of production, in contrast to
earlier observational cinema that tried to disguise these factors (Bruzzi 2000,
155). Again, this emphasizes a more subjective notion of truth, rather than a
particular one. Bruzzi argues that this is seen in such films as Roger and Me
(Michael Moore 1989 and Unmade Beds (Nicholas Barker 1997) for instance.
Both modes suggest that spectators to some extent will tend to evaluate the
very nature of representation, rather than focusing on the specific subject matter
in the film. Thus, the specific process of learning structured of comprehension,
which Sobchack refers to, is more related to the expository documentary mode
which “speaks directly to the viewer” through a “single, unifying source”
(Nichols 2010 [2001], 149, 154).
However, the kind of performance discussed by Nichols and Bruzzi, is of quite
a different kind than we experience in the double discourse. The characters of
Borat, Brüno, Joaquin Phoenix, and Mads Cortzen cannot ‘just’ be seen as
intrusive and performative (such as Michael Moore in Roger and Me) or selfconscious social actors (as the two couples in Unmade Beds) who compromise
objectivity as an inevitable bi-product of documentary discourse. Rather, the
double discourse represents extreme, fictional performances with, for instance,
a philosophical, political, and/or satirical intention.
Hybrid cinema and the double discursive mode of engagement
Let us return to a main point, which Sobchack references about Meunier’s film
phenomenology. That is, that “each viewer may – and probably does – identify
with the cinematic object in each of these modalities many times over during a
film experience” (Sobchack 1999, 253).
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She illustrates this by referring to the ‘rabbit killing scene’ in Jean Renoir’s La
Regle de Jeu (1939), which proves how extra-textual knowledge (about rabbits)
might exceed Renoir’s fiction and suddenly position spectators in the
documentary mode. This suggests a sort of interplay between the modes,
described as a spectatorial variant where we “look both at and through the
screen, dependent upon it for knowledge, but also aware of an excess of
existence not contained by it” (Sobchack 1999, 246). Sobchack argues that the
same is possible when we see a place we have visited in a fiction film (e.g. Los
Angeles in The Usual Suspects). The spectator with a personal relationship to a
given place or person is likely to experience a shift to the evocational
engagement of the home movie, whereas a person who does not have this
relationship will not (Sobchack 1999, 252). Thus, we can conclude that different
spectators relate to different films (and parts of films) with different types of
engagement.
However, we need a discussion about the possibility of a double discursive
mode of engagement if the films explored here are to be proven to represent
fiction and documentary simultaneously. In the double discursive mode the
spectator not only experiences the continuous shifting of engagement that
Sobchack describes, but also a kind of double engagement that involves both
fiction and documentary simultaneously.
The first important characteristic of the double discursive viewing experience is
that spectators find themselves in a sort of heightened ‘state of alert’. This
resembles the viewing experience spectators enjoy when they are about to solve
a mystery (in, for example, The Usual Suspects), perceive a shift in existential
status through metalepsis (in, for example, Dear Diary and Exit Through the Gift
Shop), or discover the ‘true’ existential status of a mockumentary (in, for
example, Forgotten Silver). Furthermore, this entails that at various points in the
viewing experience, different spectators will find themselves in either a state of
desperation (they do not get it) or joyful play (they ‘get it’ when others probably
do not).
But the complex viewing experience connected to the double discourse is not
only caused by an absolute and irreversible existential reversal. In the double
discourse, it is caused by a recognition of existential coexistence. To follow this
argument, I propose the idea that when spectators experience hybrid cinema
where existential irony is involved – and recognized – they use a different
structure of engagement. Thus, if a film can be double discursive, the
spectatorial engagement must simultaneously include both a documentary and
fiction engagement, dependent on both a high level of focused attention and
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spectatorial consciousness. In contrast, Sobchack (1999, 254) clearly argues that
“extra-textual knowledge moves us into a more diffuse and less intense state of
attention with the image proper”. I argue that this might be correct in cases that
are easy to evaluate existentially, but I argue that it is not in cases where this is
difficult – such as the films in question.
In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, I describe how fiction and documentary as seen in
the hybrid cinema of the double discourse solicits this mode of engagement –
explained as a variation of Sobchack and Meunier’s fiction and documentary
modes. This engagement is structured by existential evaluation, and it prompts
both a high degree of focused attention and spectatorial consciousness. I also
elaborate on the modes and discuss what mode of engagement the
mockumentary relates to and that documentary engagement includes different
sub-modes, such as the mode of reflexive and performative documentary
engagement.
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Chapter 4. Irony and existential knowledge
Subtleties of irony and parody [in films] can be very hard to grasp,
especially for those who are not fully in tune with the codes in play, just
as irony in a foreign language can be difficult to grasp.
(Arild Fetveit in Multiaccentual Cinema (2003, 176–77))
As Sobchack defines film experience as a subjective relation to textual and
cinematic data, it seems inevitable that this also needs to be explained. Here, I
will discuss how the ambiguous concept of irony can be viewed mainly in
relation to levels of existential knowledge.
In Ironiens Pris, Thomas Bredsdorff (2011, 20, 46) argues that irony can be
defined both as a characteristic of language (what is said), a characteristic in a
given existential or discursive situation (what the existential status is – as
described in relation to Borat and Brüno in 2.4.), and as a characteristic that
describes an attitude to life.22 Here, I discuss the former two whereas the latter –
which relates to, for instance, Søren Kierkegaard’s version of the concept of
irony as investigated in Om Begrebet Ironi (1962 [1841]) – will be discussed in
comparison with the character of Joaquin Phoenix from I’m Still Here in Chapter
7.23
4.1. Ironic language: equal and hierarchic knowledge
Let us begin with Bredsdorff’s version of the Roman rhetorician Quintilian’s
definition of irony:
Irony is to say the opposite of what you mean in a way that
it appears from the tone, the speaker, the text, or the context
that the meaning is different from the wording.
(Bredsdorff 2011, 25-26).
The first part of the definition clarifies that irony is to say the opposite of what
you mean or think. This resembles the concept of misleading, but the intention
is quite different, as it appears from the second part of the sentence: “in a way
so that it appears (…) that the meaning is different from the wording”
(Bredsdorff 2011, 25-26, my emphasis). Here, as Bredsdorff also mentions, we
Bredsdorff (2011) also discusses Socratic irony (as mentioned in 2.4.), dramatic irony, romantic
irony, the irony of fate, and self-irony, all of which exceed the focus of this thesis, and also – to a
lesser extent – the original definition and meaning of the concept described in Quintilian’s
definition.
23
Om Begrebet Ironi translates as On the Concept of Irony.
22
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can distinct between what Kierkegaard calls “the phenomenon” (the uttered)
and “the essence” (the meaning) (Bredsdorff 2011, 22-23; Kierkegaard 1962
[1841], 263).
How can the addressee of the uttered phenomenon recognize the essence? The
prepositional part of the definition answers the question: through “the tone, the
speaker, the text, or the context” (Bredsdorff 2011, 25–26), but more specifically
in this context through addresser information (or ‘indexing’), the cinematic data
itself, and/or the context. Finally, we can conclude that irony is created in the
relationship between addresser and addressee, and that it is a way of uttering
the opposite “in such a way that you have actually said what you mean”
(Bredsdorff 2011, 11). This creates two different versions of ironic
communication (here in the context of cinema), which ultimately relates to the
concept of knowledge. The key concern is: if a person or character utters an
ironic statement in a film, do other characters, people and/or spectators
recognize only the phenomenon or both the phenomenon and the essence?
Firstly, when the essence of an ironically uttered phenomenon is recognized,
addressers, characters, people, and spectators will share the same knowledge.
Thus, an ‘equal level of knowledge’ is created despite the utterance being the
opposite of the essence. This type of irony is typically used in situations when it
is difficult or even impossible to communicate a given point because for some
reason it exceeds the possibilities of language (Bredsdorff 2011, 19–20).
In the sitcom Friends, Chandler (Matthew Perry) frequently uses this type of
irony. In the season 3 episode “The One Without the Ski Trip” (1997), the
friends are waiting for Ross, when there is a knock at the door. Phoebe (Lisa
Kudrow) asks if it could be Ross. Chandler answers: “No” – after which he
makes a sarcastic remark. Phoebe immediately realizes her question as being
stupid, acknowledging the essence of Chandler’s ‘no’ as a ‘yes’. With the use of
irony here, Chandler clearly emphasizes that Phoebe’s question is stupid, which
he would not have been able to illustrate by the mere uttering of the word ‘yes’.
But why does Phoebe immediately realize that her question was stupid?
Through a combination of Chandler’s tone and the context, we can argue. The
tone is clearly ironic, he pauses briefly before his ‘no’ and supplements it with a
sarcastic remark. The context of the situation – of course it is Ross – is also
supplemented with Phoebe’s knowledge about Chandler’s tendency to use this
type of irony.24

24

The joke actually has a twist as it turns out that it is not Ross standing outside the door.
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Secondly, when the essence of an ironically uttered phenomenon is not
recognized, a ‘hierarchic level of knowledge’ is created. If the lack of
recognition is unintended – for instance, if Phoebe had not recognized
Chandler’s remark as being ironic – the joke would have worked differently.
However, if it is intended that the essence should not be recognized, this use of
irony is what gives a person or character the ability to say something to another
person or spectator(s) without another present person or character being able to
recognize the intention. According to Bredsdorff (2011, 14), the most obvious
reason for this use is that it is illegal or frowned upon to say something for
whatever reason. As we shall see in Chapter 7, this type of irony is used in The
Ambassador.
4.2. Existential irony, range of story information, and levels of existential
knowledge
Even though it initially seems quite straightforward to answer a question such
as who knows what and when, it becomes more complex when irony is introduced
as an existential uncertainty in a given film. The question, though, helps us to
understand how different ranges of story information and levels of existential
knowledge are represented and in turn, how spectatorial engagement varies
accordingly. After a brief explanation of how ranges of story information work,
I will shift the perspective and instead discuss how cinematic knowledge also
refers to existential knowledge.
As David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson discuss in Film Art (2008, 88-92),
different ranges of story information is a basic characteristic of cinema. Thus,
when we usually refer to knowledge in cinema, it is discussed in relation to
range and depth of story information between narrator, characters, and
spectator.
At its most basic, cinema represents a protagonist (P), who communicates an
utterance to a secondary agent (A). This also includes a spectatorial position:
the spectator (S).25 P can know more, less, or the same as A and S. The same
goes for A and S.

In practice, this is more complicated as there are more character and spectator positions,
suggesting P2, A2, S2, etc. Furthermore, we can also discuss a distinction between addresser
positions, empirical and implied addresser, which originates from Roland Barthes’
essay ‘The Death of the Author’ (2004 [1967], 174-183). However, as I focus mainly on the
relationship between cinema and cinematic engagement, I will work mainly with the simplified
model.
25
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In case of an equal level of story information, the equation is rather simple. This
strategy suggests that P says something to A, which both A and S will
understand. The formula looks like this:
P-A-S
Take the example of one of the first films ever made, L’Arroseur Arrosé (Lumière
1895). A man (P) is watering his garden with a hose when a boy (A) enters the
frame and closes in on the man from behind. A steps on the hose and the water
stops. P inspects the hose and A then removes his foot from the hose, shooting
water into the face of P. At this point, P knows less than A. Because of the
framing of the shot, the spectator (S) knows more than P and the same as A.
When P turns around and realizes what has happened, the range of story
information goes from hierarchic to equal. The fact that there is a transition
from a hierarchic to an equal level of story information between P and the A,
and the fact that S has unrestricted knowledge, ultimately creates the first
cinematic comedy ever made.

Fig. 5 and 6. Firstly (5), there is a hierarchic range of story information in
L’Arroseur Arrosé. A few seconds later (6), it looks like this, turning it into an
equal level of story information.
In this context, the question is not: who knows what about story information? It is:
who knows what about what existential status this cinematic situation refers to? This
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has greater relevance when an addresser introduces existential irony, which
causes a ‘doubling’ of existential knowledge to both intra-textual characters and
social actors, and extra-textual spectators.
As Fetveit (2003, 174) explains, most genres “set the stage and let the story
unfold without recasting the rules of the game too much”. However, this
intention is contrasted in, for instance, the mockumentary and the double
discourse. Here, the existential irony can be both easy to recognize as in
mockumentaries such as Zelig and Man Bites Dog, or more difficult to grasp as
in mockumentaries such as Forgotten Silver and most double discourse films.
Thus, we can argue that if the existential irony is easily recognizable, the film
intends to mock the documentary form and its claims to represent ‘reality’ itself
rather than to mislead or ‘mock’ the spectator (Fetveit 2003, 200). When the
existential irony is more difficult to grasp, the misleading and mocking are
typically aimed at the spectator.
So we must distinguish between equal and hierarchic levels of existential
knowledge – and intra-textual (characters and social actors onscreen) and extratextual (addressers’ and spectators’) positions.
4.3. The mockumentary: an equal level of intra-textual, existential knowledge
Fetveit (2003, 170) defines the ideal type of mockumentaries as films “that
present tall tales and fictions in a documentary format (…) designed with the
purpose of having the audience discover their falsity in the course of viewing”.
This definition infers that at some point, typically during the viewing, the
mockumentary converts an initial constructed documentary to a fiction through
some form of “metamorphosis” (Fetveit 2003, 186-191).
Let us attend to the example mentioned in the introduction, Forgotten Silver.
Here the directors Costa Botes and Peter Jackson (Jackson also participates in
the film) (P) and many other particularly ‘real’ people (A) (such as film
producer Harvey Weinstein and film critic Leonard Maltin) introduce a
brilliant-but-forgotten filmmaker, Colin McKenzie. As it turns out, McKenzie’s
story is fiction, and whether spectators (S) had this knowledge beforehand,
discovered the ironic intention during, or after they saw the film, McKenzie
does not relate to a particular and historically correct ‘reality’. Even though the
film clearly intended to make spectators believe that he, in fact, had lived, it
seems reasonable to conclude that Weinstein, Maltin, and the other ‘experts’
were all familiar with the hoax beforehand. Their function was not to tell the
story of McKenzie; it was to mislead spectators into believing that McKenzie
was, in fact, real (even though he was not). This ultimately creates an equal
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level of intra-textual, existential knowledge. All agents in the film possess the
same knowledge about the film’s existential status – and this is fiction. When
spectators are included, two levels of knowledge are created, which are
separated by the existential knowledge spectators have about the existential
irony. Thus, when the essence of the irony is not recognized, spectators will
perceive it as a documentary with an equal level of existential knowledge, as in
PAS. However, the formula looks like this:
PA
S
It is only when spectators identify the essence of the irony correctly – and the
‘mock’ factor is acknowledged – that it will appear like this:
PAS
Thus, only through a recognition of the essence of the ironic phenomenon, will
the spectator experience an irreversible shift in spectatorial consciousness,
where the first mode of engagement (documentary) is rejected by another
(mockumentary).
4.4. The hidden camera: hierarchic levels of intra-textual, existential
knowledge
The construction of existential knowledge in the double discourse has many
similarities with how the stylistic characteristic of the ‘hidden camera’ works in
TV shows and TV documentaries. Firstly, the hidden camera is used for satirical
purposes in TV shows of numerous variations to film people experiencing
something manipulated and bizarre without their knowledge. Secondly, the
hidden camera plays an important role characteristic in TV documentaries such
as the Danish show Operation X (2004-2013) where the host uncovers criminal
activity and political corruption. Here the creator would not have been
permitted to film a given situation with a visible camera. As we shall see in
Chapter 6, the use of the hidden camera in The Ambassador is also for this very
reason.
For now, let us return to the satirical aspect of the hidden camera, exemplified
with a scene from Jackass Number Two (Jeff Tremaine 2006). Here an old man
(P1) (played by Johnny Knoxville) acts inappropriately towards his grandson
(P2) in front of different social actors (A). The comedy exists in the hierarchic
levels of intra-textual, existential knowledge, and it is constructed through a
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process that resembles the ironic process of communicating ‘over the head’ of
somebody.
P1 and P2 simply know more than A about the existential status of the
situation. A believes it to be reality, meaning that only P1 and P2 (and S) know
about the existence of a camera hidden somewhere out of sight. However, the
spectators not only recognize the fact that the situation is manipulated: they
also witness A believing the situation to be ‘real’. This ultimately means that the
spectators recognize both existential statuses and discourses simultaneously.
The formula looks like this:
PS
A(S)
There are a few important differences between this use of hidden camera and
the double discourse. In the double discourse, the social actors are not
necessarily unaware of the existence of a camera. Furthermore, the spectators
will not necessarily recognize the essence of the ironic phenomenon, which
positions them on the same level as A. So the formula looks like this:
P
AS
In summary, the distinction between different levels of existential knowledge is
what makes us able to distinguish between the mockumentary and the double
discourse. In turn, the distinction is also crucial when we discuss the different
modes of engagement spectators are likely to experience. Compared to each
other, they look like this:
Mockumentary

Double discourse

(-) Irony (+) Irony (-) Irony (+) Irony
PA
S

PAS

P
AS

PS
A(S)

Fig. 7. Levels of existential knowledge in the mockumentary and the double
discourse of cinema.
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First interim conclusion
At this stage, I have defined the double discourse of cinema as a discursive
variant of hybrid cinema, which represents fiction and documentary
simultaneously. I argue that the ability to distinguish between fiction,
documentary, and hybrid cinema is through a combination of cognitive abilities
and cultural, temporal, and personal factors. Here, I also argue that fiction and
documentary refer to conversely universal and particular/subjective truth,
rather than untruth and absolute truth. Finally, I explain how an isolated
textual distinction becomes problematic, when existential irony is present.
Furthermore, I explain how fiction and documentary in this context can be
appropriately viewed as different relations between textual, cinematic data and
spectatorial attention and consciousness, as suggested by Vivian Sobchack. She
proposes that there are different processes and engagements relating to various
cinematic modes (home movie, documentary, and fiction) and these are
experienced dynamically at different times. In the case of hybrid cinema in
general and the double discourse specifically, I argue that the spectatorial
engagement differs significantly from the logic applied in this explanation.
Among other things, the double discursive engagement is structured by both
focused attention and a high degree of spectatorial consciousness. It is also
defined by the fact that spectators are unlikely to ‘fix’ a stable engagement in
either of the three spectorial modes.
Finally, I argue that there is a systematic relationship between how characters,
social actors, and spectators recognize irony and how this is interrelated to
different levels of existential knowledge, and that a focus on this can help us
distinguish between different hybrid cinema forms.
Now, I proceed with an investigation of how this is experienced in different
double discursive films, and why this ultimately challenges the spectatorial
engagement in relation to the ambiguous phenomenon of hybrid cinema.
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Chapter 5. I’m Still Here: hierarchic knowledge and dynamic
engagement
I wish people hadn't debated so much the film’s veracity or authenticity,
hadn't asked only and dully, "Is this real?" (…) Picasso said, "Art is the
lie that tells the truth."
(Casey Affleck on I’m Still Here, quoted in Ebert (2010c))
With director Casey Affleck’s statement, we find ourselves in the midst of a
discussion about how cinema can represent a universal (or artistic) truth, even
though it is not necessarily true in an accurate and particular sense. In I’m Still
Here’s realm of artistic truth and complex extra-textual happenings, spectators
are possibly left in a state of confusion concerning an existential evaluation of
whether and how the film is a documentary or a mockumentary. I believe that it
is more appropriately viewed as a combination of mockumentary and the
double discourse of cinema because its ironic strategy (the primary focus of
Chapter 7) creates different levels of existential knowledge between characters
and social actors intra-textually, and spectators extra-textually. The existential
evaluation of I’m Still Here is complicated, as the film represents different levels
of existential knowledge separated in time. And to complicate the matter
further, besides the double discourse other discourses are in play, ranging from
the reflexive-performative documentary mode to the mockumentary mode,
which again elicit different engagements.
After a brief timeline, which aims to clarify the complex progression of
happenings, the first part of this chapter explains how spectators were initially
solicited to ‘index’ the film mainly as a reflexive-performative documentary,
hence engaging in a documentary spectatorial mode. Besides a consideration of
extra-textual circumstances, the argument is grounded in a textual analysis of
constituting sequences within the film.26
In the second part of this chapter, I discuss why the film after September 16,
2009 – when it was confirmed as a hoax – ended in a chaos of definitions
ranging from ‘reality documentary’ (Høeg 2010), ‘fiction’ (Ebert 2010b),
‘mockumentary’ (Skotte 2010; Lett 2010), to ‘fuckumentary’ (Andersen 2010).27
Here, I delve into parts of the film that represent the double discourse and
investigate the mode of engagement this elicits, as well as discussing it in
In this chapter, all references to sequences and scenes in I’m Still Here refer to Appendix 1.
Segmentation manual and segmentation of I’m Still Here.
27 The reason why the Danish reception is chosen here is that the Danish premiere happened
after September 16, 2009 – on November 10, 2010.
26
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relation with the mockumentary mode. Ultimately, the tendency to experience
different modes of engagement is rooted in the conflicting levels of existential
knowledge between characters, social actors, and spectators.
5.1. Indexing the documentary
What was unprecedented in the case of I’m Still Here was the extreme duration
of the hoax – spanning close to two years – and the fact that the extensive
production process, was virtually the opposite of a typical film and its public
reception. That is, the extra-textual texts concerning Phoenix and his actions
constitute main parts of the film itself. In Fiktiobiografisme, Louise Brix Jacobsen
devotes a section to an analysis of the film’s fictiobiographical potential and
points out that this was all part of “project I’m Still Here” (Jacobsen 2012, 279).28
From the point of view of the empirical addressers, Affleck and Phoenix, their
actions (which are described below) were aimed towards leading spectators to
engage in the spectatorial mode of documentary, more specifically the reflexiveperformative mode. Even though the situation was suspected to be a hoax – and
many later claimed to have known this all the way through (e.g. Høeg 2010) –
the film was clearly indexed as a documentary. This is not only an assertion:
prior to September 16, 2010, it was a common interpretation. The late film critic
Roger Ebert, for instance, described the film as “a sad and painful
documentary” (Ebert 2010b). On September 22, 2010 (after the hoax was
revealed), the same Ebert summed up the cagey-ness of the popular reception:
Major reviews of "I'm Still Here" linked at Metacritic29 indicate that only
six stated flatly the film was not genuine. Nine believed it, and the rest
were not sure, had doubts, were cagey, or left themselves wriggle room.
(Ebert 2010c)
This illustrates that the reception of the film was manifold. Now, let us sketch
out the extra-textual happenings.
Extra-textual timeline (October 28, 2008 – September 22, 2010)
- The inception: On October 28, 2008, Phoenix surprisingly declared his
retirement from acting: “I want to take this opportunity (…) and just talk a little
bit about the fact that this will be my last performance as an actor. I'm not doing
films anymore. (…) I’m working on my music. I’m done” (Phoenix, scene 19).
Simultaneously, it was announced that Affleck (who is also Phoenix’ brother-inI will return to a discussion of Jacobsen’s theory in Referentiality and the fictiobiographical
relationship (p. 48).
29 Internet site that collects and quantifies reviews of American top critics, metacritic.com.
28
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law) was documenting his pursuit of a music career, which would be made into
a documentary.30
- The Rap concerts: Phoenix performed three rap concerts, one in California on
November 15, 2008, the second in Las Vegas on January 16, 2009, and the third
in Miami on March 12, 2009. The first was cut short by himself; the second
concert ended with him falling off the stage; and the third ended after he
became engaged in a verbal and physical dispute with the audience.
- The Letterman interview: On February 11, 2009, Phoenix was scheduled to
appear on Late Show with David Letterman to promote his ‘final’ film Two Lovers
(James Gray 2008). In the full interview, a nervous, bearded, and overweight
Phoenix mumbled through an awkward display of what appeared to be a
mental breakdown. He confirmed that he had quit acting and that he would
pursue a career in music. Letterman ended the conversation with the
ambiguous comment: “Joaquin, I’m sorry you couldn’t be here tonight” (scene
78).31
- The Academy Awards: If the Letterman interview had not already exposed
Phoenix’ ‘breakdown’, it reached billions of viewers during the 81st Academy
Awards on February 22, 2009. Here, Ben Stiller presented the award for Best
Cinematography dressed as Phoenix wearing a large beard and black suit.
- The premiere: The above-mentioned happenings contributed to I’m Still Here,
which premiered in the Official Selection at Venice Film Festival on September
6, 2010. In the official press material the film was introduced with the following
statement: “I’m Still Here is a striking portrayal of a tumultuous year in the life
of internationally acclaimed actor Joaquin Phoenix” and as “a portrait of an
artist at a crossroad” (Complete Press Kit 2010).
- Revealing the hoax: On September 16, 2010 – close to two years after its
inception – Affleck revealed the hoax. In a New York Times interview he called
the film a performance and stated: “It’s a terrific performance, it’s the
performance of his [Phoenix’] career” (Cieply 2010). In another interview
published on September 22 with aforementioned Ebert, Affleck explained some
of the main points as to why he and Phoenix had made the film this specific
way. Here, Affleck clearly dismissed the documentary interpretation: “I have
This and other parts mentioned here appear in the final film.
The full interview can be viewed on youtube.com:
(Joaquin Phoenix on Letterman HDTV 1080p. 2015.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRb_3hCa72Y).
30
31
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never made a documentary” (Ebert 2010c). The same day, Phoenix re-appeared
as ‘normal’ in Late Show with David Letterman assuring a rather perplexed
Letterman that nothing was real.32
The argument – that spectators prior to September 16, 2010 would tend to
experience a documentary engagement – can furthermore be substantiated by
textual characteristics in the film itself. This I attend to now.
5.2. I’m Still Here as a reflexive-performative documentary
Evidently, the heading is misleading because, as already mentioned, I’m Still
Here is not a reflexive-performative documentary. Nevertheless, if only textual
matters are taken into account, and if spectators are unable to attribute a
different essence to the ironic phenomenon, this would be the logical (but
incorrect) conclusion.
Brief summary: from actor to rapper
I’m Still Here is the story about little over a year in the life of Joaquin Phoenix,
where he evidently decides to retire from acting to pursue a career in rap music.
Gradually, spectators witness how Phoenix’ decision leads him into physical
and mental decay. In a traditional sense, Phoenix has projects and experiences
conflicts. Other people help and antagonize him (even though he appears to be
his own worst enemy). He strives towards acceptance; he wants people to love
his music. To attain this goal he engages rap musician and producer Diddy,
who is clearly not impressed by Phoenix’ abilities, and declines the possibility
of a cooperation.33
Other important conflicts in the film are: the humiliation he experiences during
the first interview with David Letterman, some horrific rap performances, and
the accusation that what he is doing is ‘all a hoax’. The film ‘solves’ this latter
problem by establishing a conflict between Phoenix and his friend, Anthony. In
Phoenix’ opinion Langdon lied to the press about the actor/rap musician’s
intentions. The film ends with Phoenix and his other friend Larry visiting
Phoenix’ father in Panama.
The film is 1 hour 43 minutes and 48 seconds in duration, and consists of 23
sequences and 157 scenes.34
The second full interview can be viewed on youtube.com.
(Joaquin Phoenix Return Visit on David Letterman. 2015.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKY3scPIMd8&feature=youtube_gdata_player).
33 Diddy is also known under other aliases, e.g. Puff Daddy. His real name is Sean John Combs.
34 See Appendix 1.
32
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Private and low-quality aesthetics
Even though I have argued that stylistic characteristics are at best a ‘guide’ to a
given cinematic experience, it seems sufficient to perform a stylistic analysis of
I’m Still Here as, to a great degree it makes use of stylistic characteristics
normally associated with documentaries. According to Nichols (2010 [2001], xii)
and also Grodal in Filmoplevelse (2007, 216) examples of these are talking-heads
interviews, intertitles, black-and-white footage, location shooting, non-actors,
hand-held cameras, found footage, voice-over commentary, and natural
lighting.35
In the very first sequence, we watch what appears to be an old home movie
recording of a young boy and a man. Because spectators at this point would
most likely know that this is a film about Phoenix (whether it is a hoax or not),
an educated guess is that the boy is Phoenix and the other person his father.
The boy stands there for a period of time, jumps, and the father applauds. In the
film’s last sequence (26), this scene is shown again before a present meeting
between son and father is shown, suggesting narrative closure.

Fig. 8. Home movie aesthetics (scene 1).
In Sobchack’s terms, spectators are likely to start comprehending the boy as the
specific person, Phoenix, not just as a person. In context, this scene does not
suggest spectators to engage in the spectatorial mode of the home movie –
dependent on evocation – as we do not know Phoenix personally.36 It rather
initiates a process of learning (followed by a further introduction to Phoenix
and his family in scene 2, 3, and 3b), which provides access to a gradual
understanding or comprehension of Phoenix and/or his relationship to his
father/family.
Filmoplevelse translates as Film Experience.
Of course, certain people knows Phoenix personally but it is not relevant in this wider
context.
35
36
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Now, how can spectators assume that the first scene is an actual recording? At
this initial state, I would argue that it is mainly due to stylistic characteristics.
The grained quality and the date-and-time function in the lower left corner (see
Fig. 8) is (or was) a rather defining characteristic of video recorders used for
home movie recordings. Furthermore, it appears to be shot on location with a
hand-held camera and without artificial lighting. Compared to Nichols and
Grodal’s listing of stylistic characteristics normally associated with the
documentary, these arguments prove quite convincing, and thus the more
deceitful.
The characterization of the style as ‘documentarian’ can be substantiated with
references to a variety of sequences in which Phoenix is represented in a private
realm: scenes where he is supposedly unaware he is being filmed or scenes
where he performs wrongful and illegal actions alone or together with his close
friends (mainly Anthony and Larry), often filmed with very low image quality.
One such sequence is the controversial prostitutes and drugs sequence (11).
Here, Phoenix engages sexually with two prostitutes, in one shot snorting what
appears to be cocaine from the chest of one of them. In this sequence, he is
conscious of the camera’s presence, and he repeatedly directs his attention to
the camera operator (supposedly Affleck) telling him to stop filming, or waving
him away. Thus, the film extensively accentuates the means of production. A
great deal of these shots are framed through a door (Fig. 9), or a window etc.,
placing the spectator in a voyeuristic position.

Fig. 9 and 10. Private and voyeuristic style (scene 39a, 39b).
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As Fig. 10 shows, Affleck does more to establish credibility to the documentary
experience besides the direct presentation of the actual situation. In postproduction, a ‘face blur’ is added on the faces of the prostitutes, a characteristic
normally associated with the factual discourse of journalistic TV documentaries.
This characteristic suggests to spectators that they are in fact real prostitutes,
who have agreed to participate in the sequence on the condition that their faces
be obscured. Here then, this characteristic is experienced as a rather strong
‘documentary marker’.
To some degree, the use of bad lighting and hand-held camera becomes more
and more ‘homemade’ reaching its absolute peak, when Anthony defecates on
Phoenix’ head (scene 84a). Anthony operates the camera himself, explaining to
it (and spectators) what he is about to do. He then climbs on top of Phoenix and
puts his words into action, causing chaos as Phoenix attacks him while
gradually realizing what has happened.

Fig. 11. Bad image quality (scene 84a).
The reflexive (and performative?) Phoenix
Following the opening sequence, Phoenix describes himself and the nature of
his existence in what we can categorize as a rather reflexive language. In scene
4, he explains that he does not want to play “the character of Joaquin anymore”
and offers this as the main reason behind doing “this documentary”. Here, he
meets the expectations of what Nichols has defined as the reflexive
documentary. He is in pursuit of finding out who he really is (as he insinuates
that his identity up to this point has been somewhat ‘fake’) – which in hindsight
is ironic, as he is, in fact, playing yet another character, who this time happens
to share his name and real-life merits.
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This pursuit also includes some of the characteristics of the performative mode,
such that to become himself, he has to change his physical and mental being to
the extent that he undergoes during the film. Also, we find the recording
process being accentuated quite frequently, for instance as discussed in the
above section. The performative aspect becomes more relevant from the point
where the idea that Phoenix’ actions are part of a performance or hoax enters
the narrative (sequence 10). Instead of revealing the ironic intention, Affleck
and Phoenix insist on defending that this is not the case. This is accentuated
again in scene 83, where Phoenix’ paranoia of being watched leads him to firing
his friend and assistant, Anthony due to (quite weak) evidence of him selling
information to reporters concerning the supposed hoax. In this manner, Affleck
and Phoenix ‘explain’ the hoax-rumor through Phoenix’ self-absorbed and
paranoid behavior. Evidently, not all spectators necessarily believe this
‘explanation’, and I return to this discussion later in the chapter.
Referentiality and the fictiobiographical relationship
The film makes extensive use of talking-head interviews, frequently with
Phoenix’ friends, Anthony and Larry. Here, they are represented in private
settings such as small rooms, often framed in close-up (Fig. 12), and introduced
with intertitles such as “Anthony, friend, general assistant” (scene 7b).
If we are to apply Cohn’s first signpost – the attribution of referentiality to the
story-discourse model in cases of nonfiction then interviewees refer to more or
less publicly known social actors. For instance, Anthony is identical to Anthony
Langdon from the rock band Spacehog. We are even presented with Spacehog’s
performance on Late Show with David Letterman in 1996 to underpin its reference
to a particular reality (Fig. 13). Thus, there is referentiality between Phoenix,
Affleck, Anthony et al. when alluded to in extratexts (in interviews,
performances etc.) and when represented intra-textually in the film itself. This
is how we can define all social actors represented in the film with very few
exceptions.37

In the credits (sequence 26), we learn that Phoenix’s father is actually played by Affleck’s
father, Tim Affleck.
37
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Fig. 12 and 13. Close-up of Anthony (12) (scene 7a), Anthony performing with
Spacehog on Late Show with David Letterman (13) (scene 7c).
Thus, we can conclude that there are referential social actors presented in the
film but also that there is interference in the existential status. These
characteristics correspond with the character representation of another hybrid
cinema form, the fictiobiographical film, as investigated in Jacobsen’s
Fiktiobiografisme (2012). In fictiobiographical films, such as Klown (Mikkel
Nørgaard 2010) – ‘real’ referential social actors like Casper Christensen and
Frank Hvam play fictionalized versions of themselves as part of an undecided
fiction-nonfiction discourse (Jacobsen 2012, 11).
In Fiktiobiografisme and in the previously mentioned Fiktionalitet (Jacobsen et al.
2013), Jacobsen and Jacobsen et al. propose a paradigmatic shift from viewing
fiction and nonfiction as genres to acknowledging fictionality as a quality.
Initially suggested by Richard Walsh in The Rhetoric of Fictionality (2007), this
theory focuses on the communicative process from the perspective of the
addresser, where rhetoric means and aims are the main concern (Jacobsen et al.
2013, 10). Here, fictionality does not indicate an overarching discourse as fiction
does, but rather a rhetoric “quality or characteristic signalized by the addresser
or something that the addressee can expect something else to possess”(Jacobsen
et al. 2013, 9). As Jacobsen and Jacobsen et al. show, this theory presents vast
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analytical potential in relation to this specific hybrid form but also other forms
of discourse, such as online communication.
Still, as this theory is mainly concerned with the relation between addressers
and ‘texts’, it is in nature not applicable to the investigated subject – the double
discourse and its relative spectatorial engagement. Also, a fictiobiographical
film such as Klown is essentially different from I’m Still Here, even though both
Casper Christensen and Joaquin Phoenix use their real names. In Klown, all
characters share the same level of existential knowledge relating to a
fictionalized version of their reality, whereas in I’m Still Here (as we shall see
shortly) all agents do not. Frank Hvam and the spectator know that Casper is
‘playing’ Casper, but Letterman and the spectator do not necessarily know that
Phoenix is ‘playing’ another variant of Phoenix.
Thus, if fictionality is something spectators have to presume, as suggested by
Jacobsen – which in turn would position characters and spectators on an equal
level of existential knowledge – the concept of fictionality and fictiobiographical
films simply exceed the boundaries of the double discourse. And if we do not
acknowledge the hierarchic construction of knowledge in I’m Still Here, we
ignore the specific viewing experience created by the ironic attribution. In
conclusion, I argue that fictiobiographical films elicit a different type of
engagement, which could be interesting to investigate elsewhere.
5.3. Mockumentary and the double discourse
When Affleck and Phoenix ‘came clean’ on September 16 and 22, 2010, we
learned that the many of the above-mentioned scenes had been staged.38
However, we were also informed that only a small circle of the people
represented in the film knew about the project (besides Phoenix and Affleck,
there was Anthony, Larry, the publicist Sue, Ben Stiller, Diddy, Edward James
Olmos, and Natalie Portman). This means that the majority of people within the
film (David Letterman, journalists, audiences at concerts, bookers etc.) were not
informed (Joaquin Phoenix Return Visit on David Letterman 2015; Ebert 2010c).
Regardless of existential knowledge, characters and social actors share the same
names on both sides of the revelation. In relation to Phoenix, we can therefore
discuss two identities: an empirical addresser (actor-Phoenix) and an implied
38

With regard to sequence 1, it was not recorded in 1981 but in 2009. Affleck explains that it
“was actually shot in Hawaii with actors, then run back and forth on top of an old videocassette
recording of “Paris, Texas” to degrade the images” (Cieply 2010). In Jacobsen’s (2012, 284)
opinion this has a paradoxical effect: “what looks the most authentic (the home video) is in fact
some of the most constructed about the film”.
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addresser (rapper-Phoenix).39 “You just use your name and people think that
it’s real” (Joaquin Phoenix Return Visit on David Letterman 2015), said Phoenix
in the second Letterman-interview, and thereby described ‘the trick’ as a simple
connecting of names, of addresser levels. Quite simply, this is how existential
irony completely undermines Genette’s rule about the univocal addresser in
nonfiction. The same name refers to two different identities, as we also
experience in for instance, fictiobiographical films.
From documentary – to mockumentary and the double discourse
As discussed above, the intra-textual inclusion of the hoax rumor, for example,
created ‘interference’ in the spectatorial mode. In contrast, the extra-textual
revelation dismissed completely the aforementioned scenes and sequences in
relation to the reflexive-performative documentary mode. Some have suggested
that the revelation completely excluded any particular authenticity of the initial
documentary mode, and then repositioned the film in a fiction mode
resembling the prototypical mockumentary (see e.g. Høeg 2010; Skotte 2010).
However, this neglects important parts of the film. Jacobsen notes that it is a
“mockumentary in the hoax category” but that its reality effects exceed that of
the traditional genre definition (Jacobsen 2012, 279). This might be correct but
now the question is: how?
In brief, the answer is that the ‘revelation’ created not one but two new
discourses (and thus also engagement modes) relating to different parts of the
film: the mockumentary and the double discourse.
The mockumentary discourse
In 4.3., we learned that the intra-textual levels of existential knowledge in the
mockumentary are equal. We have also learned that the levels of existential
knowledge between characters and spectators change when spectators attribute
the existential irony to the correct essence. This causes an irreversible shift
where the mockumentary mode rejects the documentary mode.
In I’m Still Here, an illustrative scene is when Phoenix meets with Diddy (scene
68). Phoenix plays some unfinished songs for him, after which the producer
rejects producing Phoenix’ music. This scene is also a turning point in the
narrative: Phoenix’ (fake) project, a pursuit of a music career, practically fails.
After September 16, we learned that Diddy was familiar with the project being a
hoax (see Jacobsen 2012, 286). Thus, we can conclude that there is an equal level
of intra-textual, existential knowledge: albeit they play fictionalized versions of

39

The terms ‘actor-Phoenix’ and ‘rapper-Phoenix’ are borrowed from Jacobsen (2012, 284).
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themselves, both Phoenix (P) and Diddy (A) possess the same level of
knowledge about the existential status of the situation. Whether the spectator
(S) knew the irony beforehand, detected it during, or learned it after they saw
the film (if even then), it has no effect on this. The encounter between Phoenix
and Diddy will only ever relate to an invented, fictional version of ‘reality’. This
does not necessarily mean that it is ‘untrue’ in a universal sense but it means
that it is not true in a particular sense.
However, the level of existential knowledge between Phoenix, Diddy, and the
spectator can be both hierarchic and equal, depending on the spectator’s ability
to recognize the existential irony of the discourse. This is also where I’m Still
Here distinguishes itself from the fictiobiographical film. When the existential
irony is not recognized, the level of existential knowledge between the
characters and the spectator is hierarchic (Fig. 14). When it is recognized, it is
equal (Fig. 15). This suggests that this sequence can be engaged in two different
ways: wrongly as a reflexive-performative documentary discourse and correctly
as a mockumentary discourse. In I’m Still Here, the mockumentary discourse
amounts to 68% of the total duration.40

Fig. 14 and 15. Hierarchic (14) and equal (15) existential knowledge between
Phoenix, Diddy, and the spectator (scene 68).
See Appendix 1. The scenes marked with green relate to this discourse. It is represented in 99
of 157 scenes, which amounts to approximately 70 minutes in the film.
40
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The mockumentary engagement
I would argue that there are three different stages in the engagement of
mockumentary in I’m Still Here, which can generally be described as a process
of moving from (a) an initial stable fixation, to (b) an unstable phase, and into
(c) a bipartite fixation.41 These phases are a part of a dynamic process where
different degrees of textual attention and spectatorial consciousness are applied.
First, there is the initial stable fixation (a), which, as argued above, resembles
that of the reflexive-performative documentary mode of engagement.
According to the discussion in 3.3., we can argue that it is quite different from
the engagement in the expository documentary, as it favours more spectatorial
consciousness relating to questions of why it is presented in this voyeuristic and
private way, rather than what is represented. This is underpinned by the fact that
we position Phoenix as a general existence and not just as a fictional character,
who – if we are employing empathy and not disgust – is portrayed in “a sad
and painful documentary” (Ebert 2010b).
Second, there is the unstable phase (b), which we can describe as an
‘interference’ and reversal phase. In I’m Still Here, this relates to the hoax-rumor
(sequence 10), as spectators will most likely start to question the existential
status of the discourse. They will experience the ‘fixed’ indexing of a
documentary start to collapse as new information is provided. This structure of
engagement is essentially the same as when we ‘play detective’ with regard to
range of story information in a fiction thriller. Evidently, this leads to an
increase of textual attention as the spectator searches for ‘clues’ or story
information intra-textually to support the notion that the film is a hoax.
One such ‘clue’ can be found in scene 54, where Phoenix is paid a visit by actor
Edward James Olmos. Olmos talks in a very poetic style which resembles
written dialogue: “That’s me, and that is you. Drops of water. And you are on
the top of the mountain of success” (scene 54). However, scene 54 would not, as
Sobchack argues, result in a parallel decrease of spectatorial consciousness.
Instead, the spectator would simultaneously try to position the social actors
onscreen (e.g. Olmos) in relation to their acknowledged general existence. As a
result, some spectators will evaluate Olmos’ appearance as unauthentic in the
context of a documentary. This might lead spectators to reevaluate I’m Still Here
as a documentary and reclassify it as a mockumentary.

I distinguish between the words double and bipartite. The first refers to something that contains
two aspects simultaneously, where the second refers to two aspects that follow each other.
41
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This leads us to the last phase (c), the new bipartite fixation. Spectators will now
not only be able to see one side of the film – for example, that Phoenix and
Diddy have a ‘real’ meeting. They will be able to recognize both sides – that
Phoenix is applying existential irony and thus creating a discourse that can be
understood in two different ways: as a ‘real’ and a ‘fake’ meeting. The
complexity of this mode of engagement has led Fetveit (2003) to explain it
through the illustration of the duck-rabbit.

Fig. 16. The duck-rabbit.
Fig.16. illustrates how spectators are able to see and interpret this one image in
two conflicting ways – as either a duck or a rabbit – but both animals can never
be seen at the same time. It is the same with the mockumentary sequences and
scenes in I’m Still Here: Phoenix and Diddy are either discussing the
collaboration ‘for real’ or as part of a hoax. There is one slight difference
between the duck-rabbit and the mockumentary engagement in I’m Still Here. In
the case of the duck-rabbit, both interpretations are equally correct. In the case
of I’m Still Here, the mockumentary interpretation is more correct than the
reflexive-performative. However, spectators who are able to apply the essence
of the ironic phenomenon will be able to experience both.
Therefore, I argue that mockumentary engagement favours a high degree of
textual attention and spectatorial consciousness combined – though not to the
same extent, as we shall see in the next section. In this way, we can also argue
that Sobchack’s theory of dynamic engagement is more suited to understanding
the engagement process here than the suggestion that the existential fixation
happens at the end of the viewing process. Here, it becomes clear that
throughout the film the spectator negotiates the initial fixation. And ultimately,
I argue that spectators do not fix one dominant, but that they are shifting back
and forth between the initial reflexive-performative documentary mode and the
new and ‘privileged’ mockumentary mode.
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The double discourse in I’m Still Here
Now, let us turn attention to the double discourse. For this purpose, I will
analyze different perspectives in the key sequence (21) in which Phoenix is
interviewed on Late Show with David Letterman on February 11, 2009. Besides
this sequence, the double discourse is represented throughout the film, most
prominently in the concert sequences (sequence 7, 15, 25) and the Paul Newman
tribute and fundraiser (sequence 5). Here, Phoenix engages with social actors
within the public sphere, illustrating Movin's (2011) observation – quoted in the
introduction of this thesis – about “fictional characters who are let loose in the
so-called reality”. Ultimately, the double discourse amounts to 25% of the total
duration.42
It was speculated that Letterman was familiar with the hoax but this idea has
been thoroughly dispelled by both Phoenix, Affleck, and Letterman himself
(Ebert 2010c; Joaquin Phoenix on Letterman HDTV 1080p 2015). Thus, it is
reasonably certain to conclude that Letterman expected rapper-Phoenix to be
identical to actor-Phoenix or the ‘real’ Phoenix. We can then argue that
Letterman engaged in a nonfiction mode (a journalistic interview), whereas
rapper-Phoenix engaged in a fiction mode resembling the ‘interviews’ of films
such as Borat and Brüno. As Jacobsen (2012, 285) argues, spectators will not
recognize this with the same ease as in the case of these films. Still, Phoenix’
existential irony creates a hierarchic level of intra-textual, existential
knowledge, as in Phoenix (P) and Letterman (A) do not share the same level of
knowledge about the existential status in the given sequence.

Fig. 17. Hierarchic levels of existential knowledge (scene 78).

See Appendix 1. The scenes marked with red relate to this. It is represented in 32 scenes,
which amounts to approximately 26 minutes of the film.
42
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The spectator’s position in the double discourse
To be able to acknowledge the double discourse in the Letterman sequence, for
instance, spectators must also be able to recognize the existential irony applied
by the addresser. As argued, this can happen through a recognition of intratextual ‘interference’ (for instance in scene 54) and/or extra-textual information
concerning Phoenix’ irony and Letterman’s knowledge. See Quintilian’s
definition where “the tone, the speaker, the text, or the context” is mentioned as
possible means to recognize irony (Bredsdorff 2011, 25-26). If spectators are not
able to attribute the correct essence, they will instead engage in either the
reflexive-performative documentary mode or the mockumentary mode, and in
this way fail to recognize the double discursive potential implied by the
sequence. To these spectators, the level of existential knowledge will appear
equal in both cases (PAS) but, in fact, it will appear like this:
P
AS
Thus, Jacobsen is only partly correct when she argues that “it is not the film as a
film that has the decisive effect of reality” (Jacobsen 2012, 289). Evidently, the
existential status is governed by extra-textual knowledge (for example, that
spectators know Letterman was not a part of the hoax) but the evidence is also
contained intra-textually as hierarchic levels of existential knowledge between
characters and people in the film itself. The spectators who are able to recognize
the existential irony find themselves in a ‘privileged’ position. They (S) are on
the same level of existential knowledge as Phoenix (P), recognizing the
existential status that Letterman (A) does not. However, they are also able to
recognize that Letterman and other uninformed social actors and spectators
adhere to another discourse, that of documentary or nonfiction. Thus, the levels
of existential knowledge appear like this:
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Fig. 18. If spectators are able to recognize the hierarchic levels of intra-textual,
existential knowledge, they will engage in the double discursive engagement
(scene 78).
Ultimately, when the hierarchic levels of existential knowledge is created
through existential irony and recognized by spectators, the double discursive
variant of hybrid cinema is present, as it possesses both discourses
simultaneously – fiction and documentary – divided between different
characters and/or social actors. In this and similar sequences, what excluded the
former reflexive-performative documentary discourse was not the
mockumentary discourse but the double discourse.
The double discursive engagement in I’m Still Here
To some extent, the double discursive engagement resembles the bipartite
fixation in the mockumentary engagement, but the engagement here exceeds
this explanation, as it connects fiction and documentary engagement in a
coexistent double mode.
Let us begin with recalling the first lines in this thesis – if any given film is
fictional, it cannot be nonfictional at the same time and vice versa – and
ultimately dismiss the fact that fiction and documentary are mutually exclusive
within the same spatiotemporal entity. We can also recall Altman’s (1992, 10)
description of cinema as a ‘polysemic phenomenon’. In relation to I’m Still Here,
where different discursive layers are functioning simultaneously, I again
propose a suspension of the idea proposed by Sobchack: that textual attention
and existential consciousness vary accordingly. 43 Thus, the focused, textual
attention of the fiction mode correlates with the increased spectatorial
consciousness of the documentary. As I have suggested earlier, this can also be
described as a ‘state of alert’, where spectators will quite likely experience very
diffuse emotions because the existential evaluation – is it fiction or
documentary? – cannot be made. The only evaluation that can be made is: it is
both.
In the Letterman sequence, the spectatorial consciousness of the spectator is
concerned with a constant existential negotiation of how the character of
The polysemy or hybridity here is caused by an ironic attribution leading to hierarchic levels
of existential knowledge. As Fetveit (2003) shows in his discussion of the animated
documentary, specifically the short film Creature Comforts (Nick Park 1989), the polysemy can
also be created by the use of discursive layers relating to image and sound. Here, a fictional clay
animation (image) is combined with documentary interviews (sound).
43
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Phoenix and the social actor of Letterman are not on the same existential level.
As Jacobsen has suggested, the spectator will also tend to make assumptions
about what this can possibly imply for actor-Phoenix. She mentions that his
‘position’ was affected as he “interacted with reality – and that this reality (or
some of it) did believe that it was real while it happened” (Jacobsen 2012, 286).
The textual attention is focused on whether Phoenix and Letterman show any
‘tells’, if Phoenix ‘blows his cover’ or if Letterman realizes what is actually
happening and alternatively starts to ‘play along’. To a large extent, this
resembles the process of focused, textual attention connected to the fiction film,
especially a thriller, such as The Usual Suspects. In conclusion, it is impossible to
separate Sobchack’s descriptions of fiction and documentary engagement
because as soon as spectators evaluate Letterman’s actions, they will also
reference what they know about him generally as part of the spectatorial
consciousness.
Ultimately, I would argue that the spectatorial mode is simply defined by the
coexistence of the fiction and documentary mode of engagement, which also
dismisses the idea that spectators in relation to I’m Still Here fix a dominant
mode of either one or the other by the end of the viewing experience.
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Second interim conclusion
This leaves us with four main conclusions with regard to I’m Still Here and the
relative spectatorial engagement. Firstly, the double discourse is different from
other cinematic hybrid modes such as the mockumentary and the
fictiobiographical film as the levels of existential knowledge are hierarchic, not
equal.
Secondly, I’m Still Here cannot be explained adequately through only stylistic
characteristics. Even though we were ‘warned’ beforehand, this serves as a
proof for both Carroll, Sobchack, and Fetveit’s points regarding stylistic
relativity. According to the stylistic characteristics of I’m Still Here, spectators
are likely to engage in the spectatorial mode of documentary, more specifically
a combination of Nichols’ reflexive and Nichols and Bruzzi’s performative
modes.
Thirdly, there are different discourses in the film relating to different
spectatorial modes. 1) A reflexive-performative documentary mode, 2) the
mockumentary mode, and 3) the double discursive mode. Regarding the
second, we have learned that scenes representing this mode can all conclusively
(after September 16, 2010) be defined as having an equal level of existential
knowledge. But they are not ‘mockumentarian’ in the definitive sense though,
as the intention is hidden to an extent, which is unusual in the prototypic
mockumentary. This is a function of hierarchic levels of knowledge between
addresser and spectator, which is caused by the addresser’s application of
existential irony.
Finally, if we are to draw conclusion to the often posed question (unanswered
by Affleck, see introduction of this chapter) – is it real? – it is far more equivocal
than a yes or no answer. First of all this is because Affleck’s notion of ‘real’
relates more to an artistic sense of the concept than a particular sense. But if we
are to discuss whether it is fiction or documentary, we can conclude that it is
documentarian only in brief – for instance, when we see a verified ‘real’
recording of Phoenix and his siblings dancing and singing in the first
sequence.44 Then – is the film fictional? We can only argue ‘yes’ if we accept the
fact that mockumentary to some degree relates to an invented discourse.
However, I have argued that the engagement process here is essentially
See Appendix 1. The scenes marked with blue relate to this and amounts to only a little more
than 1% of the film’s total duration. Furthermore, establishing shots and transportation scenes,
marked with grey, amount to less, so does two scenes, marked with yellow, that mix
mockumentary and nonfiction through cross-cutting.
44
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different from that of fiction. In the double discursive sequences, it is a
combination of both, thus clear-cut hybrid cinema. There are two different
levels of existential knowledge presented intra-textually and simultaneously,
which ultimately allows ‘privileged’ spectators to engage in the double
discursive mode of engagement. This structure of focused attention and a high
degree of spectatorial consciousness prompts diffuse emotions as a result of the
existential evaluation. So, the answer is: it is a hybrid cinema – both fiction and
documentary.
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Chapter 6. The Ambassador: performative documentary, hidden
camera, and the double discourse
From this point there’s no going back. Here ends my life as a Danish
journalist.
(Mads Brügger about his transformation from Danish journalist to
extravagant consul in The Ambassador, (scene 3)).45
If the construction of, and intention with, I’m Still Here seem complicated and to
some far-fetched, the same elements in The Ambassador (2011), made by Danish
journalist and director Mads Brügger, are much clearer.46 In order to infiltrate
the dubious diplomatic system and the relations between Europe and the
African nations of Liberia and The Central African Republic (CAR), Brügger
creates a fictional character, Mads Cortzen, who engages with uninformed
social actors.
To a Danish spectator, Brügger is well-known for his provocative talkshow, Den
11. Time (with Mikael Bertelsen 2007-2008). This received widespread attention
as a result of an ironic and often norm breaking interview style, which guests
like politician Morten Messerschmidt experienced firsthand. Before Den 11.
Time, Brügger had already experimented with the double discourse in Danish
television. In Danes for Bush (with Jacob Boeskov 2004), he went to the United
States as a fake George W. Bush supporter, and in The Red Chapel (2006) he
repeated this discourse when he went to North Korea claiming to be a
communist theatre group leader.47
One of the most important differences between I’m Still Here and The
Ambassador is that where the former is ambiguous about its existential status,
The Ambassador – as illustrated in the introductory quote – is unequivocal from
the outset. This sounds unequivocal but I will return to this ‘claim’ later because
this state is interrupted at certain points of the film with documentary
discourse, where Cortzen becomes Brügger yet again. Cortzen’s identity is also
challenged in various double discursive sequences, causing a similar challenge
in the spectatorial engagement. The film also makes use of the double discourse
throughout and to an even greater extent than in the case of I’m Still Here.

45

In this chapter, all references to sequences and scenes in The Ambassador refer to Appendix 2.
Segmentation manual and segmentation of The Ambassador.
46 The film is co-written by Maja Jul Larsen.
47 In 2009, The Red Chapel was re-edited in to a film under the same title.
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After a brief summary of the film, this chapter explains why the double identity
of Mads Johan Brügger Cortzen causes hierarchic levels of intra-textual,
existential knowledge. I will then analyze the dominant use of the hidden
camera and its role as an important facilitator of the double discourse. Finally, I
argue that the film in parts evokes typical documentary engagement, but more
importantly that the main part of the film evoke double discursive engagement.
6.1. Brügger, Cortzen, and the documentary
In 2010, Mads Brügger went undercover as Mads Cortzen – a Danish
businessman with aspirations to be a Liberian consul – officially to start a match
factory in the CAR, but unofficially to import ‘blood diamonds’ to Europe.
Cortzen meets with two agencies, which can provide him with diplomatic
credentials, Diplomat Passports located in Portugal (facilitated by ex-Marine
Colin Evans) and Diplomatic Services located in The Netherlands (facilitated by
Willem Tijjsen). Cortzen purchases the services of the latter.
Cortzen becomes a consul and starts contacting corrupt politicians, other
consuls, and businessmen. He succeeds in establishing a match factory (though
it begins production) but most importantly, he joins in a business venture with
the diamond miner, Dalkia Gilbert. Quickly, he learns that he is out of his depth
and the film ends with Cortzen receiving some diamonds (in exchange for
extensive amounts of cash), which he is not able to smuggle out of CAR.
The film is 1 hour 30 minutes and 57 seconds in duration and consists of 29
sequences and 126 scenes.48
Mads Johan Brügger Cortzen
Let us begin with an analysis of the differences and similarities between the
Danish journalist and director Mads Brügger and the fictional diplomat
character of Mads Cortzen as it helps establish in which sequences the film is
soliciting documentary or double discursive engagement. I wish to investigate
these aspects relating mainly to the use of name. Later, I will also discuss the
differing appearance/behavior between Brügger and Cortzen.
In Louise Brix Jacobsen’s informative analysis of the film and its fictionalization
strategy in Fiktiobiografisme (2012, 292), she explains how Brügger creates the
corrupt and criminal character, Cortzen, in order to achieve his goal – to reveal
the equally corrupt political and diplomatic system in Europe and Africa.49
48

See Appendix 2.
As argued in relation to I’m Still Here, The Ambassador also exceeds the fictiobiographical
definition, as it employs hierarchic levels of intratextual, existential knowledge.
49
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Furthermore, Jacobsen notes how both Brügger and Cortzen are part of the film:
Brügger primarily through the extra-diegetic voiceover, and Cortzen as the
character attending meetings with different people in Portugal, Denmark,
Liberia, and CAR. Immediately the different names allow spectators to
distinguish between one identity from the other: a well-known person in the
Danish public eye (Brügger), and a fictional construction (Cortzen).
If we pay attention to scene 5, where Cortzen receives his diplomatic passport
(Fig. 19), it is clear that Cortzen is not an invented name, it is actually Brügger’s
real last name. Still, the main point is that the identity of Brügger remains
hidden to most social actors in the film throughout its duration. Also, the
equality of names does not infer that there are an equality of identity as Brügger
and Cortzen in appearance and behavior differ quite a lot. I will return to this in
the next section.

Fig. 19. Mads Brügger shares name with Mads Cortzen (scene 5).
In I’m Still Here, Joaquin Phoenix the rapper is a shared reference in name
(although not through appearance and behavior) as Joaquin Phoenix the actor.
When he interacts with the public (as in the rap concerts), the social actors tend
to view this person as one due to the identical name, even though some might
expect a hoax. This relates to what Phoenix said in the second Lettermaninterview: “You just use your name and people think that it’s real” (Joaquin
Phoenix Return Visit on David Letterman 2015) but it also relates to the fact that
he is a well-known celebrity who people recognize as a public and general
existence. However, in The Ambassador the situation is quite different. In Africa,
Brügger is not a well-known, which is why we can assume that the social actors
he meets will not link the identity of Cortzen to the identity of Brügger. Thus,
the social actors have no reason to expect a hoax.
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Of course, this ‘name game’ is mere pretense to spectators. If they were not
already familiar with Brügger or the project from extra-texts, then the purpose
of his project is introduced in scene 3 and developed thereafter: he is a
journalist intending to move “beyond all boundaries known to man and while
still being a respectable member of society” (scene 3). Spectators are made
aware of the double identity, so to them he will always be Brügger playing
Cortzen (just as actor-Phoenix is playing rapper-Phoenix, and Sacha Baron
Cohen is playing Borat and Brüno). However, to the social actors he meets on
his diplomatic quest, he will be Cortzen and only Cortzen, the consul/diamond
smuggler.50
In scene 9, the diplomatic title broker Colin Evans explains the possible
consequences if somebody finds out that Cortzen is not who he claims to be:
“The worst you can hope for is that you end up dead in a ditch somewhere in
Africa”. As the film ends with Brügger still being alive, it suggests that his true
identity was not revealed and that the social actors in Africa believed he was
Cortzen. Evans’ statement also entails that the consequences of being revealed
for Brügger are far more life threatening than it was to Phoenix and Cohen.
Besides the fact that he must maintain his existentially ironic character to stay
out of serious trouble, the embodiment of this character is essential to the very
existence of the investigation of the corrupt system. Without the creation of
Cortzen, Brügger would simply not have been able to access the general
processes at work in the corrupt diplomatic system. If he was just Brügger, a
Danish journalist, he would probably never had been able to enter Liberia and
the Central African Republic in the first place.
The performative and expository documentary discourse
The last part of the description in the above section resembles Nichols’
definition of the performative mode of documentary as explained in 3.3. Here,
we learned that this mode “sets out to demonstrate how embodied knowledge
provides entry into an understanding of the more general processes at work in
society” (Nichols 2010 [2001], 201). The film also resembles Bruzzi’s (2000, 153)
description of how these films “emphasises (…) the often hidden aspects of
performances, whether on the part of the documentary subjects or the
filmmakers”. Here, Brügger, the filmmaker, hides his performance – but he only
hides it to the social actors in the film, not the spectators.
The documentary discourse is created in the previously discussed scene (3) and
to some extent also shattered at same moment because spectators see the
There are few exceptions to this fact, e.g. Eva Jakobsen, the film’s production manager, who
appears in the film as Cortzen’s assistant and interpreter, Maria Wickhorst.
50
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duplicitous transformation from the particular and accurate referential identity
of Brügger to the fictional consul, Cortzen. In this sense, it exceeds the
prototypic performative documentary, in which a social actor (as opposed to a
character) experiences a change of identity as a result of his/her embodied
actions and interactions with certain other social actors or elements. This is the
case in Super Size Me (Morgan Spurlock 2004), for instance, where Spurlock
illustrates the horrifying result of the vulgar McDonald’s marketing style
through an embodied and transformative performance. Brügger does
something different: he suspends his own identity and replaces it with an
alternative one, which he ‘lets loose’ among uninformed social actors.
Let us for a moment set aside Brügger’s double identity and focus solely on
how Brügger (as the director) creates what can be defined as both the
expository and the performative documentary mode. This relates to sequences
within the film that show Brügger as Brügger: sequences relating to either past
events (which are represented in an expository manner) or present events
(which are represented in a performative manner).
First, there are the scenes that relate to past events. These are created through a
presentation of archive material in the form of second-hand video recordings,
documents, website articles, and graphically moving maps (see Fig. 20 and Fig.
21). In general, these scenes are almost definitive of Nichols’ expository mode –
where a single source (here, the extra-diegetic voice-over of Brügger)
communicates directly and didactically to the spectator (Nichols 2010 [2001],
149, 154). This discourse is used throughout the film, for instance in scene 8a, in
which Brügger provides spectators with a brief introduction to the West African
nation of Liberia and explains who the diplomatic title broker Willem Tijjsen is.
To discuss these scenes in relation to Cohn’s first signpost, the events and social
actors – such as Tijjsen – refer accurately to a ‘real’ world and can be empirically
proven. Here, Cohn’s first signpost can be used to prove a documentary
discourse.

Fig. 20 and 21. Highlighted documents and archive material (scene 8a).
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The second variant of the documentary discourse relates to short descriptions
or explanations of present situations or the society with which Cortzen
interacts. The difference between these and the double discursive scenes (which
I attend to later) is either the absence of Cortzen himself, or the absence of social
actors who do not know Cortzen’s real identity. Take for example the title
sequence where we see Brügger driving through Bangui crosscut, getting
dressed as Cortzen. As he is alone, he is still Brügger getting ready to perform,
not Cortzen performing. Scene 20a and 20b can be explained similarly. Here, we
see Brügger being installed in an old hotel suite and discussing an upcoming
event with his production manager, Eva Jakobsen. When other people are
around, Jakobsen functions as Cortzen’s assistant and interpreter, Maria
Wickhorst; however when they are alone she is Eva Jakobsen, the production
manager. This is also scenes in which we ‘learn’ Brügger (in Sobchack’s words),
who behaves very differently from Cortzen. Among other things, he is neither
ironic, nor racist.
If we compare these two discourses with the non-double discursive scenes in
I’m Still Here, one important difference appears. When we are alone with
Phoenix, as argued, it is mockumentary; when we are alone with Brügger, it is
predominantly performative documentary. This is a result of a difference of
intention: Brügger is not challenging spectators’ relationship to the film itself, as
Affleck and Phoenix are. In The Ambassador, these scenes provide an insight into
the fundamental level of existential status in the film; and such scenes are not
present in I’m Still Here. The Danish film crew adheres to an equal level of
existential knowledge which they share with the spectator.

Fig. 22. Equal level of existential knowledge (18.00).
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Thus, we can exclude these scenes from fictional and hybrid cinema discourse,
combining Cohn’s first signpost and the distinction between hierarchic and
equal levels of existential knowledge. Nevertheless, this discourse is only
distributed occasionally throughout the film’s total duration, which proves that
the film solicits documentary engagement in parts.51 However, it does not serve
as an argument for the film being mainly a documentary.
The performative and expository documentary engagement
In relation to the sequences discussed above where it is argued that there exists
both performative and expository documentary discourse, I also argue that they
solicit different variants of documentary engagement.
With regard to the performative scenes of present events, I would argue that the
spectators’ engagement most importantly can be interpreted as being on a high
level of spectatorial consciousness. Even though Cortzen is far more present in
the film than Brügger, our knowledge about Brügger’s real and particular
existence (explained in the introductory section) plays an important part in the
viewing experience of these sequences. With this knowledge, spectators are
likely to engage in the performative documentary mode instead of, for instance,
a mockumentary mode, as it is plausible that Brügger might risk his life in the
quest of a particular truth – as he has done before. Thus, extra-textual
information, which spectators evaluate consciously, becomes a strong
‘discourse marker’ in The Ambassador.
With regard to the expository discourse of past events, it seems reasonable to
assert that spectators mainly attribute focused, textual attention. They gradually
learn about things that are unknown to most – the socio-political development
of the African countries (scene 10) and the corrupt diplomatic business (scene 6)
– and thus they construct a ‘fabula’ of how situations, events, and conditions
relate to each other in a causal narrative. Furthermore, they evaluate these
scenes consciously as relating to a general and particular ‘reality’ that would
have existed even if the camera had not been present to record it. Thus, the
spectators activate their spectatorial consciousness but mainly employ focused,
textual attention to the narrative information which is provided by a
combination of Brügger’s voice-over and archive material. In addition, quite a
lot of the details in the archive material are emphasized through various postproduction techniques, such as animated maps and quick zoom-ins on
See Appendix 2. The scenes marked with blue relate to this. It is represented in 32 scenes,
which adds up to 15 minutes, thus 16% of the total duration. With regard to scenes marked with
yellow, these mix performative documentary with the double discourse through cross-cutting.
These only amount to 8%.
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highlighted passages of a variety of documents, emails, news articles, etc. In
these scenes (e.g. scene 8a), the spectators’ focused, textual attention is guided
predominantly by the presence of didactic narration.
In conclusion, these sequences in The Ambassador solicit the spectatorial
engagement of both performative and expository documentary. Thus, we
gradually comprehend the society and situations that Brügger engages in as a
part of a general ‘reality’.
6.2. Hidden camera
Before analyzing the double discourse, some attention must be paid to the
different roles of the camera, mainly if it is hidden or not. In attempt to reveal
criminal activity, Cortzen engages with the social actors on a pretense
constructed by Brügger. In order to get a reaction or ‘confession’ from these
individuals, the only solution available is to film it in secret. As described in 4.4,
hidden camera is mainly used to create either satire or to disclose something
that would not have been possible to record with permission. Even though both
strategies are applied to some extent here, the latter is the dominant reason.
In The Ambassador, the hidden camera style is defined through a combination of
low-quality images and sound. The recordings differ in quality from when a
hidden camera is positioned statically in a room (for instance, in scene 7a, when
Cortzen meets with Tijjsen) or worn by Cortzen himself (as in scene 2, when he
meets with Evans). The technique is employed throughout the film and, besides
creating a sense of actuality, it also allows spectators to recognize that a
hierarchic level of existential knowledge is present. When Evans says: “I don’t
want this conversation to be recorded” (scene 2), it is clear to the spectator that
he is unaware of the existence of a hidden camera. Besides Evans (scene 2, 6, 9,
26ab), Cortzen meets with Tijjsen (scene 7abc, 26ab, 49, 57b), different consuls
(scene 14, 23, 83, 90), a civil servant (scene 55), head of state security and
derailed foreign legion soldier, Guy-Jean Yamandé (scene 21, 30, 60, 91), and the
cousin of the president Willibona Cocksis (!) (scene 63ab). Common for all these
hidden camera meetings is that all the social actors believe that they are talking
discretely with Cortzen, which, to the spectator, is obviously not the case.
In contrast to the hidden camera sequences, a rather significant part of the film
is recorded where people are informed of the existence of the camera. This
relates mainly to the documentary discourse discussed above, but is obvious
also in scenes involving existentially uninformed social actors, such as the
diamond minor, Dalkia Gilbert. The main question is why would he let Cortzen’s
crew film their criminal interaction and business meetings? We find no explanation
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of this in the film and thus the only thing we can conclude is that Gilbert does
not seem to mind his criminal activities being recorded. However, we can
conclude that all sequences employing the hidden camera are double
discursive, albeit not all double discursive sequences employ the hidden
camera.
6.3. The double discourse and the double discursive engagement in The
Ambassador
The double discourse is distributed throughout the film as the main discursive
form, and it is the result of the very aim of Brügger’s project: in order to expose
the social actors in the film, he can only gain access to them through the
construction of a fictional identity.52 Common for the double discursive scenes
are that Cortzen (not Brügger) (P) interacts with existentially uninformed social
actors (A). Unlike I’m Still Here, the spectators (S) are informed about Brügger’s
intentions from the beginning of the film. This creates levels of existential
knowledge resembling that of I’m Still Here but only after the revelation:
PS
A(S)
In the following, I will discuss two sequences: one where the camera is hidden
and one where it is not. With regard to the former, Cortzen meets with the
derailed foreign legion soldier and current (at that time) head of state security
in CAR, Guy-Jean Le Foll Yamandé. Shortly after the meeting, Yamandé was
assassinated.53
The sequence is filmed from three different angles suggesting careful
preparation: one total shot, one over-the-shoulder shot of Cortzen, and one
over-the-shoulder shot of Yamandé. Besides adding a sense of risk at the
possibility of being revealed, the stylistic characteristic enhances the division of
existential knowledge, adding a heightened sense of hierarchy between Cortzen
(P) and spectators (S) – and Yamandé (A).

See Appendix 2. The scenes marked with red relate to this. It is represented in 83 scenes,
which add up to 69 minutes or 75% of the total duration.
53 See Appendix 2. The meeting is divided in to seven parts (scene 21, 30, 60, 65, 76, 79, 81) and
distributed throughout the film.
52
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Fig. 23. Hierarchic levels of existential knowledge (scene 21).
Here, we find Cortzen in a ‘high-risk situation’ which is reflected in his
relatively more subtle behavior, including less use of ironic language. If we are
to define the difference between Brügger and Cortzen according to behavior,
this sequence positions him in a rather undefinable ‘border zone’ between the
two identities. However, in terms of his relation to the overall level of
existential status, he can still be characterized as Cortzen, as this is the person
Yamandé believes him to be. In this way, Cortzen becomes more an ‘indexed’
and shared designation between himself and Yamandé than a set of personal or
behavioral characteristics.
As mentioned above, the double discourse is also present in sequences where
the camera is not hidden. One example is the narratively dramatic sequence (22)
where Cortzen and Gilbert visit a diamond mine in the devastated bush area of
Birao. Here, the sense of superiority related to Cortzen’s higher level of
existential status is suspended as outside circumstances dominate his
‘intellectual’ control. Even though the double discourse is maintained and
Cortzen does not reveal his true identity, the ‘joke’ risks turning into a serious
nightmare. Cortzen undergoes a drastic change from ironic bon viveur (Fig. 24)
to a frightened journalist hiding behind his disguise (Fig. 25).
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Fig. 24 and 25. Cortzen is sporting his ironic character (24) (scene 66), later he is
desperately calling for Gilbert (25) (scene 69b).
This suggests that the double discourse has different degrees of consistency that
vary according to circumstances and behavior. In scene 66, the division between
the levels of existential knowledge is high and in scene 69, they are about to
collapse. We witness Cortzen on the brink of becoming Brügger, and thus
eliminating the double discourse.
The viewing experience related to the double discourse in The Ambassador
suggests a complex mode of engagement, as it has numerous variations. As a
function of the equal division of knowledge between mainly Cortzen (P) and
the spectator (S), I argue that the spectator apportions a high level of focused,
textual attention to the narrative, the characters, and the social actors within the
film. The attention is focused mainly on Cortzen and to what degree he is able
to maintain his fictional construct in more or less stressful situations. The more
stressful the situation, the more focused attention. Scene 71, where Cortzen and
Gilbert are driving from the diamond mine to the plane, serves as an example of
this. As spectators have been previously informed about their time limit (in
scene 64) – if they are not back within two hours, the plane will leave without
them – the trip back from the diamond mine to the plane solicits tense emotions
relating to the causal narrative.
In addition, it can also be argued that Brügger’s ability to maintain the fictional
character of Cortzen is lowered in stressful situations. The more stressful, the
less Brügger seems to be Cortzen. Thus, I suggest that these scenes come with
an increased spectatorial consciousness: all of a sudden, Cortzen’s amusing and
ironic endeavors become very ‘real’. This is related to the fact that spectators are
not ‘only’ engaging in these characters and social actors as part of a fiction, but
even though Cortzen is not adhering to regular referentiality, spectators (and
not the other social actors) will position him rather as Brügger in these scenes.
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In this way, the double discourse becomes the very core of the conflict in the
film: spectators are able to recognize the existential division between Cortzen
and the social actors but, more importantly, that this division has the potential
collapse.
Ultimately, this proves that the double discursive in The Ambassador – through
its hierarchic levels of intra-textual, existential knowledge and inclusion of the
spectator in a causal narrative – leads to an engagement structured of both
comprehension, tense emotions, and existential evaluation.
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Third interim conclusion
This leaves us with four main conclusions with regard to the double discourse
and other discursive forms in The Ambassador, the schism of Mads Johan
Brügger Cortzen, and the relating spectatorial engagement. Firstly, the double
discourse is different from the modes of expository and performative
documentary, as the levels of intra-textual, existential knowledge are hierarchic,
not equal.
Secondly, the character of Mads Cortzen and the social actor Mads Brügger are
different in that they have different names and refer conversely to an invented
and a particular, referential, and general person. They are also quite different in
a behavioral sense. Furthermore, Cortzen relates to the double discourse and
Brügger to either the expository or the performative documentary mode.
Thirdly, I propose that there is a coherence in The Ambassador between the use
of the stylistic characteristic of the hidden camera and the double discourse, in
that all the hidden camera sequences are double discursive. This suggests that if
a given film uses the hidden camera, it will typically be double discursive.
Finally, as it was in the case of I’m Still Here, there are different discursive
modes in The Ambassador, which solicit different engagement – or a ‘dynamic
mode of engagement’. These are 1) the expository documentary mode, 2) the
performative documentary mode, and 3) the double discursive mode.
Regarding the double discursive mode, it could be confused with the
performative documentary mode except for the fact that the double discursive
mode exceeds the performative mode in that Brügger plays a fictionalized
character who creates a hierarchic level of intra-textual, existential knowledge.
In this way, the spectator employs focused, textual attention and a high degree
of spectatorial consciousness, which vary according to how close Brügger is to
being discovered by the different uninformed social actors. In addition, where
the double discourse in I’m Still Here to a large extent prompted diffuse
emotions, the double discourse in The Ambassador rather prompts tense
emotions. This is due to the fact that the existential evaluation is mainly related
to intra-textual levels of existential knowledge – and that a collapse between the
levels would result in serious consequences for the ‘real’ Brügger.
In the final chapter, I discuss how different kinds of irony are constructed in I’m
Still Here and The Ambassador, and to what purpose.
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Chapter 7. Irony in The Ambassador and I’m Still Here: a mocking
quality, a political means, and an attitude to life
It is not to be racistic [sic] but, you know, I have a problem with Asian
people. They are always very sneaky; they are very greedy… and
difficult to trust. And they have bad manners.
(Mads Cortzen in The Ambassador, (scene 28))
I don’t want to play the character of Joaquin anymore.
(Joaquin Phoenix in I’m Still Here, (scene 4))54
As discussed in Chapter 4, there are different concepts of irony. Primarily, I
argue that the use of irony in The Ambassador relates to both a type of
communication and a political intention. Whereas in I’m Still Here, I discuss
how irony mainly refers to the concept as an attitude to life. Both films can be
said to employ existential irony, as Mads Cortzen and rapper-Joaquin Phoenix
are fictionalized characters, of whom other social actors are unaware.
7.1. Irony as a mocking quality and a political means in The Ambassador
The most obvious use of irony in The Ambassador relates to the character of
Cortzen, and how he – as quoted in the introduction to this chapter – frequently
makes ironic remarks. This type of irony is discussed in 4.1., where one person
(P) says something to another person (A) in a way that only a third person (S) is
able to reverse the spoken phenomenon to its opposite intention, thus
understanding the essence. In The Ambassador, this gives Brügger (as Cortzen)
the possibility of communicating something to the spectator, without the social
actors he interacts with (hopefully) recognizing this. In theory then, Brügger is
able to criticize some rather problematic opinions held by diplomatic
businessmen and corrupt politicians in Africa without openly saying this. But is
this really what he does?
In the Central African Republic (CAR), Cortzen is assigned an assistant and
interpreter, Paul, whom he shares a lot of time with. Especially in the first part
of film, Brügger (as director) presents quite a few scenes showing conversations
between Cortzen and Paul (e.g. scene 11a, 11b, 12), where Cortzen uses irony to
an extreme degree. Most noticeably, this is illustrated in scene 28 where he
insults Asian people (a recurring character trait of Cortzen is that he despises
In this chapter, all references to sequences and scenes in I’m Still Here refer to Appendix 1.
Segmentation manual and segmentation of I’m Still Here. Conversely, all references to
sequences and scenes in The Ambassador refer to Appendix 2. Segmentation manual and
segmentation of The Ambassador.
54
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Asian people), and Paul agrees with his points. We cannot be sure what Paul’s
honest opinions about Asian people are, as he is most likely just trying to please
his employer, Cortzen, however, the joke is ‘on’ Paul, and he is portrayed as a
man who has very questionable opinions about race.
Now, we can reasonably ask ourselves what such scenes tells us about
Brügger’s depiction of the society of CAR. Paul is definitely not a representative
of men of physical or economic power, who – according to Bredsdorrf
(Bredsdorff 2011, 18) – historically have been objects of this type of ‘mocking’
irony. Thus, in Brügger’s quest to establish the character of Cortzen (assuming
these scenes are to establish Cortzen as a very ironic character), then all social
actors – also individuals who are not power – become victims of Brügger’s joke
and Cortzen’s irony. So what is Brügger trying to communicate with this ironic
strategy? Obviously, the stupidity of the racist white man taking advantage of
African soil and its people. However, the bi-product of his irony is a morally
questionable point about common African people, who are unaware that they
are being mocked.
As spectators at this point are aligned with the level of existential knowledge
that Brügger also possesses, they recognize the irony completely. They are thus
aware of the fact that these ironic remarks are not referring to Brügger’s ‘true’
opinions about Asians. If they had not had the facts explained by Brügger in
scene 3, they would probably also have been able to ascertain the appraisals of
dictators Bokassa and Hitler (in scene 12 and scene 80b) as ironic anyway,
because of their extremity. In this way, the text itself and the context become the
decisive factors.
Fortunately, the use of irony in The Ambassador exceeds the use discussed above
as the most consistent use of irony relates to the mere existence of Cortzen, and
the fact that people around him believe him to have a different agenda than he
expresses. As argued earlier, Cortzen only exists in relation to the aim of his
project: without this character, Brügger would never have had the access he
gained. Thus, the existential irony is what empowers him with the ability to
expose social actors as their honest statements are provided with a fake
confidentiality. Here, Brügger succeeds in displaying how political actors such
as Colin Evans and Willem Tijjsen work ‘outside’ the law, and how the these
people’s actions, among other things, contribute to the inhuman work
conditions of young African children.
In this way, Brügger’s use of existential irony in the double discursive The
Ambassador becomes a powerful political tool, which in addition succeeds in
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saying more about the addressees of the ironic phenomenon than the addresser
himself. However, with the ironic character of Cortzen, he achieves the exact
opposite.
7.2. Irony as a Kierkegaardian and postmodern attitude to life in I’m Still
Here
The extensive use of existential irony intertwined with the double discourse in
I’m Still Here suggests an (until now) untouched question, which has been
posed in the majority of critical reviews and articles circulating around the film
itself: what is the point? (e.g. Høeg 2010; Skotte 2010). Now, as neither of the
ironic concepts discussed in Chapter 4 seem to align with the aim of I’m Still
Here, we need to move the discussion further into the realm of irony, where it is
defined and discussed as “an attitude to life” (Bredsdorff 2011, 20).
The distinction between irony as style and an attitude to life was first suggested
by German philosopher Friedrich Schlegel (Bredsdorff 2011, 25). However, it
was Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard in Om Begrebet Ironi (1962 [1841])
who reshaped ‘the ironic subject’ from Schlegel’s romantic character to be a
subject to whom “all existence has become foreign” (Kierkegaard 1962 [1841],
274; Bredsdorff 2011, 24). The solution to this problem was “to plunge into the
sea of irony (…) to rise again and get dressed healthy, happy, and light”
(Kierkegaard 1962 [1841], 329).
Kierkegaard disregarded irony as a speech act, believing it to be a disrespectful
and false variant of irony as it was merely the reverse of expressing the essence
(Bredsdorff 2011, 23). To some extent, we can suggest that the type of irony
used in Borat, Brüno, and The Ambassador is the type of irony, which
Kierkegaard would regard as ‘false’.
When Kierkegaard (1962 [1841], 274) forwards the point that “all existence has
become foreign to the ironic subject”, he aligns with a latter version of the
concept – the postmodern. However, where Kierkegaard’s irony had a
‘cleansing’ effect, the existential situation for the ironic postmodern subject is
more serious. Firstly, we need to frame the discussion narrowly, which is why I
opt for Bredsdorff’s definition of the postmodern, which can be seen in relation
to a matter of narrative. Here, postmodernism is described as a counteract
against the notion of liberation in the great narrative – not narrative itself
(Bredsdorff 2011, 190).
This postmodern skepticism is reflected in I’m Still Here. In the first sequence,
we see a boy standing in a Paradise-like setting jumping in the water. In the last
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sequence, we find Phoenix descending slowly into a reminiscent Paradise-like
river in Panama. Without losing ourselves in a sentimental interpretation, we
might suggest the idea that this, to some extent, illustrates some form of
liberation – from a Paradise-like state, through a mental crisis, finally returning
to another Paradise-like state. This narrative bears close resemblance to a classic
‘liberation-narrative’ but as this is an ironic double discursive film – as I have
concluded in the above analysis – this point should be reversed. Thus, the film
becomes a mockery of the classic narrative.
Let us return to the ironic subject, which American philosopher Richard Rorty
discusses in his essay ‘Private irony and liberal hope’ (1989). Rorty describes
‘the postmodern ironic’ as a person who has lost her ‘final vocabulary’, words
and concepts “which they employ to justify their actions, their beliefs, and their
lives” (Rorty 1989, 73). These are among others terms like ‘true’, ‘good’, and
‘right’. This elevates Kierkegaard’s problematized ironic subject to a subject
who has experienced a complete and utter breakdown of everything, and “where
the only acceptable attitude to assume is the ironic” (Bredsdorff 2011, 190). The
reason why the postmodern ironic has lost everything is because:
(1) she has radical and continuing doubts about the final vocabulary (…)
because she has been impressed by other vocabularies (…) (2) she realizes
that argument phrased in her present vocabulary can neither underwrite nor
dissolve these doubts; (3) (…) she does not think that her vocabulary is
closer to reality than others (…).
(Rorty 1989, 73)
If we view Phoenix’ character in relation to Kierkegaard’s ironic subject and
Rorty’s definition of the postmodern ironic, he can be said to qualify to a high
degree. In scene 4, he includes the spectator in the idea of changing career, as he
is having difficulties understanding why he started acting in the first place:
I don’t know what came first, whether they said that I was emotional
and intense and complicated. Or whether I… Or whether I was truly
complicated and intense and then they responded to it. (…) Yes, I
utilized it in some ways (…) and I am embarrassed about that, and
that is what a lot of this [the documentary] is about.
(Phoenix, scene 4)
Here, he vocalizes radical doubts about his concepts of what feels ‘true’ and
‘right’. Later, in scene 54, he expresses to his friend, Edward James Olmos, how
‘a new meaning’, rap music, has presented itself to him, which is understood in
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the context of the fact that his old definitions – described in the quote above –
do not make sense anymore. “My music makes people happy” (scene 54), he
explains, which of course is also ironic seen in the context of the hateful
reactions, we have heard earlier in the film, for instance in scene 52a where
Phoenix’ friend, Matt, reads some bad reviews aloud.
In these terms, I argue that the concept of irony in I’m Still Here is reflected as an
attitude to life or a life condition through the character of Phoenix. And as this
film is existentially ironic, it furthermore comes to reject the idea that Phoenix
can leave his old world behind: the very idea that you can actually liberate
yourself from the identity the media gives you, for instance as a failure.
According to I’m Still Here, this is the great lie.
7.3. Notions of truth, lies, irony, and authenticity in the double discourse of
cinema
In the end, the extensive use of irony in both films positions spectators in a
confusing ‘border zone’, where the main question posed by popular criticism
(Affleck also accentuated it in the interview with Ebert (2010c)) – is it fiction or
documentary? – resurfaces. As mentioned earlier: it is both. But are these films
then true or authentic as suggested in the introductory quote of this thesis?
First of all, the answer simply depends on how we define the notion of truth
within hybrid cinema discourse and to what extent irony can be argued to
influence this notion. For instance, Affleck’s notion of ‘real’ relates more to a
universal or artistic version of ‘truth’ than a particular and referential one, while
Brügger’s version of ‘truth’ is somewhat intertwined with an ironic
performance.
We can argue that Affleck, Phoenix, and Brügger are situated in a discursive
status where the notion of particular truth (as expected in a classic expository
documentary, for instance) does not entirely apply. To some extent, this favours
a look at more universal or subjective notions of truth. However, the very same
discursive status also presents elements such as referential social actors, which
suggest that a particular truth is also implied.
Again, this proposes a combination of things, rather than mutual exclusivity.
Thus, when it is suggested that these films solicit authenticity (as in the
introductory quote), I argue that it refers not only to notions of particular or
universal truth, but to both. In the case of The Ambassador, these notions are for
instance that Willem Tijjsen is a corrupt diplomatic broker in a particular
reality, and Mads Cortzen is an authentically true representation of a typical
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white consul. In the case of I’m Still Here, it entails that audiences at the rap
concerts watched and reacted authentically to Phoenix’s performance, even
though Phoenix was not true in a particular and definitive sense. In conclusion,
I argue that spectators engage dynamically in an ironic and hybrid discursive
form that might be authentic in more than one way – the double discourse of
cinema.
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Conclusion
Throughout this thesis, I argue that fiction and documentary can coexist within
hybrid cinema generally and the double discourse of cinema specifically. In
addition, I argue that this ‘double existence’ has different effects on the
spectator’s engagement, which in turn cannot be explained as either fiction or
documentary engagement, but rather as a double discursive engagement. The
double discourse and its relative engagement are closely connected to two
interrelated concepts: existential irony (an addresser-created characteristic that
‘doubles’ the existential status of a given cinematic situation) and existential
knowledge (what characters, social actors, and spectators know about the
existential status of a given cinematic situation).
In this thesis, I argue that the ability to distinguish between fiction and
documentary is a cognitive and universal phenomenon, but also that our
specific distinction is related to cultural, temporal, and personal factors.
Inspired by Aristotle’s Poetics, I also argue fiction and documentary can be
explained as presenting conversely universal and particular and/or subjective
truth. Furthermore, I show how a textual distinction (e.g. with Dorrit Cohn’s
signpost of fictionality) is problematic in relation to the ironic films in question
by ‘testing’ it against Borat and Brüno.
Given the ironic ambiguity of the present films, we need a dynamic
understanding of how cinematic data relates to spectatorial engagement. This is
provided by Vivian Sobchack’s phenomenological framework, in which I
identify two main structures: 1) that cinematic engagement is dynamic whether
the film is a home movie, a documentary, or a fiction film, and 2) that spectators
tend to make a dominant fixation by the end of a cinematic experience. In the
case of hybrid cinema and the double discourse, I argue that the relating
spectatorial engagement (which is constructed of varying and interrelated
levels of textual attention and spectatorial consciousness) differs quite
prominently from the logic applied in this explanation. For instance, spectators
are unlikely to ‘fix’ a stable dominant in any of the three spectatorial modes
towards the end of the viewing experience. This latter matter illustrates the
limitations of Sobchack’s theory, but it can be explained with the fact that
Sobchack is mainly concerned with nonfictional engagement – not hybrid
cinema engagement.
Thus, I establish a double discursive mode of engagement, which is constructed
of existential evaluation and both focused, textual attention and a high degree
of spectatorial consciousness. Furthermore, as Sobchack’s explanation of how
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cinematic data relates to spectatorial engagement is too simplified, I argue –
inspired by Bill Nichols and Stella Bruzzi – that documentary engagement is not
one, but several things. Given this, I hope to have varied Sobchack’s theory, so
it can be applied on films that are not existentially ‘clear-cut’ in future research.
Thereafter, I argue that the relationship between irony (which can be both a
characteristic of language, a characteristic of existence, and an attitude to life)
and existential knowledge can help us understand how the double discourse
works. This infers a shift of perspective from looking at ranges of story
information to levels of existential knowledge. I show how the double discourse
presents a hierarchic level of existential knowledge, whereas resembling hybrid
cinema forms, for instance the mockumentary, represent an equal one.
After this, I explore the use of existential irony in practice through an
investigation of the films I'm Still Here and The Ambassador, specifically how it is
introduced between spectators extra-textually and between characters and
social actors intra-textually – which in both cases results in a dynamic mode of
engagement.
Spectators can engage in I’m Still Here in three different ways. If the existential
irony employed particularly by the character of Phoenix is not attributed the
correct essence (that it is a hoax), spectators will tend to engage in a reflexiveperformative mode of engagement. This is mainly due to stylistic characteristics
such as home movie aesthetics and low-quality imagery. Thus, style is a
powerful but deceitful ‘discourse marker’. However, if spectators recognize the
essence of the ironic phenomenon, they will engage conversely in a
mockumentary discourse (where the intra-textual levels of knowledge are
equal), and in the double discourse (where the intra-textual levels of knowledge
are hierarchic). The engagement associated with these discourses include
focused, textual attention and a high degree of existential consciousness to
different extent, with the double discourse especially prompting diffuse
emotions due to a constant existential evaluation. In the mockumentary,
spectators continually shift between fiction and documentary engagement,
whereas in the double discourse they engage in both simultaneously. In
conclusion, this suggests that the engagement related to I’m Still Here is
dynamic and that a dominant fixation is impossible, as spectators are simply
using both fiction and documentary engagement combined.
On the other hand, spectators engage in The Ambassador conversely as an
expository-performative documentary and as the double discourse. This is due
to the fact that spectators are aligned with Brügger’s level of existential
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knowledge from the beginning of the film. Mads Johan Brügger Cortzen is
recognized as a combination of Brügger (the journalist and director) and
Cortzen (the ironic consul) to the spectator, but the uninformed social actors in
the film only see Cortzen. This creates hierarchic levels of intra-textual,
existential knowledge, which induces the spectator to engage in the double
discursive mode of engagement. In the majority of the film, the spectator will
thus combine focused, textual attention and a high degree of spectatorial
consciousness, which varies according to how close Brügger is to being
revealed. In turn this prompts tense rather than diffuse emotions. I also suggest
that the stylistic characteristic of the hidden camera is inherently related to the
double discourse as all hidden camera sequences present hierarchic levels of
existential knowledge.
Finally, I argue that there are two ironic dimensions to The Ambassador. Mads
Cortzen uses ironic language, which actually describes Mads Brügger more
than the targets of his irony. However, the film’s use of existential irony
functions as a powerful, political tool. The use of irony in I’m Still Here is mainly
related to Phoenix’ character, who can be described as a postmodern ironic. His
ironic subject represents a certain Kierkegaardian attitude to life, which due to
the existential irony of the film can be viewed as a criticism of the notion of
liberation in the classic narrative. In conclusion, this suggests that existential
irony can be directed both towards specific social actors in a film or spectators
outside the film.
Thus, we can sum up three criteria that define the double discourse of cinema:
1) The double discourse presents referential, ‘real’ people in a film that initially
seems to be a documentary or a mockumentary but at some point – during
the course of viewing or in the context – parts of the initial mode are
rejected.
2) In contrast to fiction, nonfiction, documentary, mockumentary, and
fictiobiographical films, the double discourse presents hierarchic levels of
intra-textual, existential knowledge. The main reason for this is the
attribution of existential irony. This solicits a double discursive engagement,
which is structured of existential evaluation and both focused, textual
attention and a high degree of spectatorial consciousness.
3) The double discourse is often intertwined with other discourses. As a result,
the spectator will experience an engagement flux: at one point experiencing
documentary or mockumentary, the next the double discourse.
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Given the fact that the double discourse has ‘invaded’ documentary and
mockumentary discourse, we can assume that it has the potential to ‘invade’
other discourses within, and even beyond, cinema. In contemporary culture, we
have already witnessed how the phenomenon of hybridity has challenged
narrative discourse and its implied notion of truth, for instance, when author
Karl Ove Knausgaard (primarily known for his autobiography-like ‘mastodon’,
My Struggle (2009-2011)) has been accused of actions expressed in his novels.
But can he – or anyone – be held legally accountable for what is expressed
within a phenomenon that combines fictional and nonfictional discourse? In
relation to The Ambassador, we can similarly ask: can Willem Tijjsen, the corrupt
diplomatic title broker, be held accountable in the eye of the law for his actions
when they are presented in a double discursive film?
This illustrates how the phenomenon of hybridity prompts ethical questions
that exceed the ‘borders’ of cinema and aesthetics, and collide with a reality in
which the acceptance of a ‘privileged’ and ambiguous notion of truth,
obviously, is not accepted to the same extent. From this perspective, I see a
number of relevant questions for further research relating to, for example, how
empirical spectators experience this ‘privileged’ and ambiguous notion of truth
in relation to other hybrid discourses – aesthetic as well as journalistic.
Evidently, this matter exceeds the limits of this thesis, but we now know that
the double discourse of cinema challenges the spectator’s engagement – not by
erasing the ‘border zone’ between fiction and documentary but by connecting
characteristics from both discourses. In conclusion, the double discourse of
cinema prompts spectators to evaluate how notions of universal and subjective
truth can coincide authentically in modern cinema.
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09.48

20

Fiction

Fiction

17b

10.08

27

Fiction

Fiction

18

10.35

10

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

19

10.45

18

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

20

11.03

17

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

21

11.20

14

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J

J complains
J, L
to L
J complains
J, CA, L
to CA
J and
Danny
J, Danny
DeVito on
DeVito
stage
J announces
retirement
J, CA,
(to
journalists
EXTRA)
EXTRA Is Phoenix
retiring?
On phone
with
J+
publicist, J publicist
will d a
(on
hiphop
phone)
record

93

Documentary
Documentary

M
M

Interview

22

7 - The music
begins

8 - Search for
producer

11.34

42

J and CA
talks about
retirement,
turns into
'party'
News
reactions
cross-cut
with
establishing
shots of
Hollywood
Meeting
with agent

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

J, agent

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, CA

M

23

12.40

21

24

13.01

17

25a

13.18

72

J makes
music

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

26

14.30

14

Assistant
arranges
concert

Nicole
(assistant)

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

25b

14.44

14

J raps

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

27a

14.58

38

Rap concert
at Carbon

27b

15.36

6

Backstage

J,
audience
J, door
man

Documentary
Documentary

Documentary
Documentary

28

15.42

6

27c

15.48

14

27d

16.02

64

29

17.06

10

30a

17.16

Rappers
making fun
of him
J talks
about the
show
J talks to
friend Matt

Fiction
Fiction

DD
DD

Rappers

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

J, Matt

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J talks to
CA

J, CA

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

18

J and
friends
brainstorming about
producer

J, two
friends

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J on phone
with Nicole
J, (Nicole
(friend),
on phone)
Diddy
available

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

30b

17.34

14

30c

17.48

13

J walks in
garden,
talks

J

94

Bad
image
quality

Interview

Interview

30d

9 - New York

47

31a

18.48

12

31b

19.00

220

32

19.22

16

33

19.38

40

34

10 - Hoax?

18.01

20.18

57

35

21.15

11

36

21.26

14

n/a

21.40

5

37a

21.45

17

37b

22.02

8

38

22.10

22

37c

22.32

18

Nicole
arranges
with Diddy,
cross-cut
with her
talking to J

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, A

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, N
(voice)

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, Nicole

J flies to
J, airport
New York,
crew, Mos
meets Mos
Def
Def
J talks to
J, Mos
Mos Def
Def
J calls
Nicole from
J
NY home
J talks to L
J, L
outside
J laughs
about
Youtubeclip with A
J on phone
with
Nicole:
Diddy can't
make it
J and L
talks
Establ.
J on phone
with
Nicole,
Hoaxrumor is
out
J on bed, L
talks to
camera

Fiction

J, N
(voice)

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

Interview

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

Interview

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

Interview

CA
interwiews
editor of
EW, claims CA, editor
she has
unnameble
source
J feels
misinterpreted

J

95

11 - Prostitutes
and drugs

12 - Miami and
Diddy

13 - Ben Stiller
visits

14- Tour plans

39a

22.50

220

J orders
prostitutes,
takes drugs,
hangs out
with A

39b

26.30

70

Party with
hookers

40

27.20

16

Drives to
Miami
J makes
deal about
later performance with
club owner

J, A

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

Faceblur, J
talks
to
'camera':
"Don't
film
this"

J, A,
prostitutes

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

Faceblur

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

M

J, club
owner

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

J, L,
Diddy

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

41

27.36

32

42a

28.08

33

42b

28.41

94

42c

30.15

65

42d

31.20

124

Diddy
meeting

J, Diddy,
CA

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

42e

33.24

8

J and L
celebrates
success

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

43

33.32

41

Jamie
Foxx,
crowd

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

44

34.13

55

J

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

45

35.08

151

J, L, Ben
Stiller

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

n/a

37.39

4

Establ.

46a

37.43

10

J talks
aboutfinancial trouble

_

Documentary

M

J prepares
to go to
Diddy
J goes to
Diddy,
arrives late,
goes home
Back in
hotel,
Diddy
decides to
meet J

Concert
with Jamie
Foxx
J mingles
with girls,
parties
J talks on
phone with
agent, Ben
Stiller visits

Fiction
J

96

Fiction

Interview

15 - Vegas
concert and
reactions

16 - Life and
dreams

46b

37.53

22

46c

38.15

18

47

38.33

30

48

39.03

10

49

39.13

22

L takes the
blame, J
walks outJ, L
side and
sits at table
J talks with
Norm about J, Norm
tour
J arrives in
Vegas,
cross-cut
J,
with news journalists
about music
carreer
Sound
Sound guys
guys
J talks and
makes
J, L
ready for
show

50

39.35

47

Dinner, J
says that
Hollywood
reporter
writes
about him
and Diddy

51

40.22

34

Concert

52a

40.56

26

52b

41.22

21

52c

41.41

27

53

42.08

55

54

43.03

142

Matt reads
bad reviews
cross-cut
with J
performing,
being
backstage
J reads
reviews
Sue
(publicist)
reads news
cross-cut
with J
smoking
J
interviewed
by CA
Edward
James
Olmos
visits

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, hangarounds

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

J,
audience

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

J, Matt,
audience

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

Sue, J

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary/
M

J, CA

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

Interview

Fiction

Documentary

M

“Written”
dialogue

J, EJO

97

Fiction

17 Washington

18 - Joaquin
confronts
Anthony with
hoax

55

45.25

102

J talks,
reads from
a book,
cross-cut
with
different
activities

56

47.07

45

J yells at L

57

47.52

26

58

48.18

29

59a

48.47

70

59b

49.57

29

59c

50.26

88

60

51.54

58

61a

52.52

36

61b

53.28

247

62

57.35

17

J and L
goes to
Washington to meet
Diddy, car
is missing
L goes to
inauguration of
Barack
Obama intercut with
J oversleeping

J is angry

J talks with
L, cross-cut
with J
smoking in
room
J yells at L,
talks
nonsense to
L and A
J yeels in
car at L and
A
J accuses A
of being the
source
behind
hoax speculation
J rapping,
A comes, J
accuses him
A sleeps,
makes
breakfast, J
wakes up

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, L

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

J, L, A

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, L, A

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

J, A, CA

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, A

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

98

Very
private

Long
scene

19 - PR for
Two Lovers

20- Diddy

21 - Letterman

63a

57.52

8

64

58.00

10

63b

58.10

17

65a

58.27

7

65b

58.35

39

65c

59.14

23

66

59.37

19

67

59.56

24

68

1.00.20

368

69

1.06.28

19

70

1.06.47

9

71

1.06.56

4

72

1.07.05

47

73

1.07.52

20

74

1.08.12

79

75

1.09.31

12

76

1.09.43

12

Sue talks
about J's
PR obligations
J and Sue
talks
Sue talks
cross-cut
with J
dresing
L on phone,
J in studio
J and L
argue about
Diddy
contact
Diddy's
assistant
invites

Sue

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

Sue, J

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

Sue

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

J

Fiction

_

J

Fiction

_

J, Diddy

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

Fiction

Documentary

Fiction

Fiction

Fiction

_

J calls Sue,
cancels PR
J drives to
Diddy
J waits for
Diddy, J in
studio
J goes
home,
drugs in car
J calls Sue PR and
Letterman
is back on

Plane
(transportJ
scene)
J arrives in
airport,
journalists
J,
interviews
journalists
him, crosscut with
news
J in car
J, L, Sue,
with Sue
Larry
and L
Interviews,
J, jourphoto-shoot
nalist
J getting
J, L
dressed
J driving to
J
Letterman

99

Documentary
Documentary

Interview

M
M

Fiction

Documentary
Documentary
Documentary

Interview

DD
M
M

Long
scene

77

22- Premiere of
Two Lovers

23 - Anthonysituation goes
crazy

24 - The hoax
explodes

1.09.55

45

J arrives on
red carpet,
gets inside,
makeup

J, L,
journalists,
makeup
girl

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

J on
Letterman

J, Letterman, Sue,
Paul
Shaffer

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

J, Sue

Fiction

Fiction

J

Fiction

_

J,
journalists

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

78

1.10.40

243

79

1.14.43

35

80a

1.15.18

4

80b

1.15.22

14

80c

1.15.36

18

Drives
away

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

80d

1.15.54

58

J and L
walk away
from car

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

81

1.16.52

21

Premiere

J, Sue,
journalists

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

82a

1.17.13

32

J tries to
flee

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

82b

1.17.45

12

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

83

1.17.57

206

J, A, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J and Sue
suffers
J in
elevator
J leaves,
journalists
'boos'

J flees
outside and
in car
J watches
Letterman,
fights with
A

Documentary
Documentary

M
M

84a

1.21.23

53

A defecates
on J

A, J

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

84b

1.22.16

32

J washes

J, A, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

n/a

1.22.48

9

Establ.

Documentary

Documentary

D

85a

1.22.57

52

Fiction

Ben
Stiller,
Oscars, J is
Natalie
mocked
Portman +
celebrities

100

Fiction

Long
scene
Really
bad
image
quality
"Get
out" to
camera

85b

25 - Concert in
Miami

1.23.49

20

Spirit
Awards, J
is mocked
Different
celebrities
mocks J in
TV and
talkshows

85c

1.24.09

23

85d

1.24.32

61

86

1.25.33

14

87a

1.25.47

26

88b

1.26.13

20

88c

1.26.33

5

88d

1.26.38

16

89

1.26.54

24

n/a

1.27.18

9

90

1.27.27

39

91

1.28.06

30

92a

1.29.02

19

92b

1.29.21

13

92c

1.29.34

58

92d

1.30.32

301

Internet guy
talking
about J
J seen halfnaked and
from
behind, L
talks about
A leaving
L calls
David
(booker)
L tells J the
good news
L talks to
camera
L talks to
camera
J and L in
car, boards
plane
Establi.
Sound
check
L talks, J
rehearses,
prepares,
takes
elevator
J walks to
stage
Concert
(before J)
J listens to
sound from
concert
Concert
escalates
into assault,
J is
escorted off
stage where
he throws
up

Steve
Coogan,
Frank
Coraci

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

D

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

Internet
guy

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

L, David
(voice)

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

L

Fiction

_

L, CA

Fiction

Fiction

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

Documentary
Documentary
Documentary

M
M
M

Interview
Interview

Fiction
J, sound
guys

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

L, J

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J

Fiction

Audience

Fiction

Documentary
Documentary

Documentary
Documentary

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

J,
audience

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

DD

101

DD
Documentary

Long
scene

26 - Panama

92e

1.35.33

10

93f

1.35.43

17

94a

1.36.00

28

94b

1.36.28

38

n/a

1.37.06

10

95

1.37.16

77

Concert
continues
without J
J is
escorted
away
J in hotel
room with
L
J looks on
computer,
walks
around
Establ.
J goes to
airport, L
says that J
will go see
his dad,
arrives in
Panama

96

1.38.33

34

J and L
sleeping, J
sits silent
with dad

97

1.39.07

34

Panama
montage

98a

1.39.41

46

99

1.40.25

9

98b

1.40.34

23

100

J swims in
lake, sits at
fountain
Little boy
climbes
rocks and
jumps into
the water
J jumps in
water

1.40.57

185

J walks
through
jungle,
descen-ding
into water

1.44.02

4

Black

1.44.06

177

Credits

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

Audience

Fiction

J, guards

Fiction

J, L

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

M

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

Fiction

Documentary

M

Nonficton Nonficton

DD

Fiction

J, L

J, L, Dad

J

Fiction

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

M

Fiction

Documentary

Documentary

Documentary

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

M

Young
boy, man

Fiction

_

Documentary
(home
movie)

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

J

Fiction

_

Documentary

M

1.47.03

102

Dad
played
by
Tim
Affleck

Parallel
scene
to 1.

Long
shot

Appendix 2. Segmentation manual and segmentation of The Ambassador.
Spectatorial
mode
Knowledge
No
knowledge

The
double
discourse
(DS)

Irony

P =>

PS

AS

A(S)

Mockumentary
(M)
PA =>

Documentary

Multiple

PAS

Mix of (1),
(2) and (3)

n/a

Irony
PAS

S

Total
Sequences

83
4131
69
76%

Scenes
Time (s)
Time (m)
%

Sequence

1 - The
diplomat is
born

0
0
0
0%

Scene

Time
code

Time (s)

Action

n/a

00:00

27

Production
company titles

1

00:27

46

Cortzen makes
speech

n/a

01:13

3

Black screen

2

01:16

88

C meets Colin
Evans. He
wants a
diplomatic
passport to
trade diamonds

n/a

02:44

5

Black screen

37

C in airport,
Voice over
says: "I shift
from journalist
to diplomat"

3

02:49

103

32
883
15
16%

8
408
7
8%

2
8
0
0%

29
126
5430 S
91 M
100 %

Existential Existential
knowknowSpectatoCharacledge:
ledge:
rial mode
ters
+ irony
- irony
(S)
(P)
(A)

Notes

C,
audience

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Intertitles,
hand-held
camera

C, Evans

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

C

Documentary

_

Documentary

VO tells
audience
about his
plan

n/a - Title
sequence

4

03:26

2 - Rooftop
party in
CAR

5

04:44

3 - How
Cortzen
became a
diplomat

6

7a

8a

4Introduction to and
arrival in
CAR

05:36

07:15

07:39

78

C driving in
car, cross
edited with him
getting dressed

C

Documentary

_

Documentary

52

C throws a
soiree on
rooftop

C, party
guests

Fiction

Documentary

DS

41

VO narrrates
how he got
diplomatic
passport, cross
edited with
websites and
meeting with
Evans

C (offcreen),
Evans

Fiction
(meeting)/
Documentary (the
naration)

24

Meeting with
Willem Tijjsen

C, WT

26

Montage
introduction of
WT and
Liberia

VO

Documen- DD/Docutary
mentary

VO

VO,
Montage

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Guy
putting up
the hidden
camera

Documentary

_

Documentary

VO,
Archive
material

DD

Hidden
camera
(out of
focus)

7b

08:05

46

Same as 7a

C, WT

Fiction

Documentary

8b

08:51

25

Montage with
further intro to
WT

VO

Documentary

_

Documentary

VO

7c

09:16

11

Same as 7a

C, WT

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

9

09.27

36

Meeting with
Evans

C (Offscreen),
Evans

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

10

10.03

61

VO narrates
about CAR

18

C drives in car
with Paul
(interpreter),
discuss
diplomatic
passport

11a

11:04

104

Documentary

C, Paul,
driver

Fiction

Documen- Expository,
tary
VO

Documentary

DD

12

5 - Cortzen
enters
diamond
business

53

C, Paul

Fiction (in
Bangui)/
Documentary
(archive
material)

Archive
material,
Documen- DD/Docu- VO, Irony
tary
mentary (Bokassa is
great - ca.
11:45)

11b

12:15

68

Same as 11a

C, Paul,
Driver

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Ironic
racism
about
Chinese
people

13

13:23

22

VO explains
about diamond
trade and plans

VO

Documentary

_

Documentary

Archive
material,
VO

16

C meets with
the Gino
Guilliani,
Italian consul
in Bangui

C,
Guilliani

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

56

C meets with
Dalkia Gilbert
(diamond mine
owner) at hotel.
VO introduces
Gilbert.

C,
Gilbert,
Maria
(secretary),
Paul

Fiction
(the
meeting)/
Documentary (VO)

85

C and Gilbert
discuss
business

C,
Gilbert,
Maria,
Paul

_

14

15a

15b

6 - Cortzen
wants to
start a
match
factory

11:22

C talks to Paul
at former
dictator
Bokassa's old
residence, cross
edited with
archive
material

13:45

14.01

14:57

16

16:22

8

Archive
material of
diplomatic
people

17

16:30

15

Esta-blishing
shots village +
map of Africa

18

16:45

27

C brings
Sumeet (match
expert) to CAR

105

C,
Sumeet

Documen- DS/Docutary
mentary

VO,
Archive
material
(Maria is
played by
Eva
Jakobsen)

Fiction

Documentary

DS

Intertitle:
Maria
Wickhorst,
secretary,
Cortzen
Group

Documentary

_

Documentary

VO

Documentary

_

Documentary

VO

Fiction

Documentary

DS

7 - The
hotel in
CAR

8 - Meeting
Yamandé
and Tewani

9 - Passport
trouble

19

17:12

34

20a

17:46

9

20b

17:55

13

21

18:08

129

22

20:17

61

23

21:18

93

24

22.51

42

25

23.33

The story about
the hotel,
where C lives
C is getting
installed in a
office/ hotel
room
C makes
inviation, talks
to Maria

_

Documentary

_

Documentary

C, film
crew

Documentary

_

Documentary

C, Maria

Documentary

_

Documentary

C meets with
Guy- Jean
Yamandé (head
C,
of state security
Yamandé,
and derailed
Maria
foreign
legioneer (part
1)

Fiction

Fiction
(the
C plays tennis
C, Pankaj diplomat
with diplomatic
Tewani
tennis
people, cross
(Indian
game)/
edited with
consul), Documenarchive
others
tary
material
(archive
material)
C meets
Tewani, who
C,
warns him
Fiction
Tewani
about diamond
business
VO while C is
Documentaking the
C
tary
elevator

58

C calls WT

C, WT
(voice)

Documentary

DS

VO, hidden
camera
(VO
mentions
the hidden
camera)

Documen- DD/Docutary
mentary

VO,
Archive
material,
crosscutting

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

_

Documentary

DD

Short
intercut
from WTmeeting

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera,
both
offscreen

Fiction

Documentary

C, Evans

26a

24.31

43

C's second
meeting with
Evans

27

25.14

13

VO narrates
about Evans

Evans

Documentary

_

Documentary

26b

25.27

26

Same as 26a

C, Evans

Fiction

Documentary

DD

106

Archive
material,
VO

Archive
material,
VO
Hidden
camera,
both
offscreen

10 Meetings
with
Sumeet and
Gilbert

11 Bribery

12 Starting the
match
factory

27

47

C talks to
Sumeet

C,
Sumeet

Fiction

Documentary

C, Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

DD

28

26.40

31

C drives with
Paul, discusses
Asian people

29

27.11

33

C meets with
Gilbert

C,
Gilbert,
Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Same as 21,
Yamandé (part
2) warns about
Gilbert

C, Maria,
Yamandé

Fiction

Documentary

DD

C, WT
(voice)

Fiction

Documentary

DD

C

Documentary

_

Documentary

33

C drives in car
with Paul,
prepares
'bribery' for
official people

C, Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

C,
multiple
people

Fiction

Documentary

DD

30

27.44

48

31

28.32

21

32

28.53

16

33

29.09

C talks to WT
on phone again
C driving in
car, cross
editted with
him getting
dressed

Ironic
racism
about
Asians

Hidden
camera

34

29.42

22

Montage of C
giving money
to different
people

35

30.04

16

C drives in car
with Paul

C, Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

107

C meets
minister of
civil service
regarding the
match factory

C,
minister,
Maria

Fiction

Documentary

DD

VO

56

C meets with
local artist
regarding
match boxes art
work

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Irony

Fiction

Documentary

DD

VO

Fiction

Documentary

DD

VO

36

37

13 Diamond
contract

25.53

30.20

32.07

38

33.03

49

C meets with
Gilbert to get
diamond
contract

39

33.52

15

C meets with a
lawyer

107

C, local
artist,
Sumeet,
Maria,
minister
C,
Gilbert,
Paul,
office
clerk
C

Montage

14 - The
Pygmies

40

34.07

34

41

34.41

49

42a

15 Meeting
with
Tijjsen in
Copenhagen

16 Diplomatic
problems in
Liberia

35.30

C and Paul
drives to
C, Paul
Pygmy village
C, Maria, Paul,
and minister
C, Maria,
discuss
Paul,
Bocassa and
minister
the Pygmies

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Fiction

Documentary

DD

VO, Irony
("This is
what the
Documen- DD/DocuNGO
tary
mentary
people
don't
understand")

34

Pygmies
drunk-dancing,
C and group
watches

C,
Pygmies,
Paul,
Maria,
others

Fiction
(the
group)/
Documentary
(pygmies
dancing)

C,
minister,
Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

43

36.04

57

Minister offers
C to meet the
son of the
president

44

37.01

11

C and minister
dance with
Pygmies

C,
MOSC,
Pygmies

Fiction

Documentary

DD

45

37.12

38

C makes
speech for
Pygmies

C,
minister,
Pygmies

Fiction

Documentary

DD

46

37.50

6

C and others
drive away

C, Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

47

37.56

57

C talks to WT
on phone again

C, WT
(voice)

Fiction

Documentary

DD

C, Maria

Documentary

_

C, Maria,
WT

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera
Graphic

C and Maria
prepares for
meeting with
WT
C and Maria
meet with WT

Documen- VO, hidden
tary
camera

48

38.53

16

49

39.09

52

n/a

39.57

6

Graphic map of
Africa

_

Documentary

_

Documentary

37

C, Maria, WT
drives to
Ministry of
Defence

C, Maria,
WT

Fiction

Documentary

DD

50

40.03

108

VO

51

40.40

30

52

41.10

25

53

41.35

31

54

42.06

53

55

42.59

41

56

43.40

9

57a

43.49

12

57b

44.01

82

C and WT
walks, cross
edited with VO
narrating about
diplomatic
affairs
C presents his
diplomatic
passport and
driver's license
VO narrates
about Varney
Sherman
(powerful
lawyer)
C plays voice
recording of
Sherman,
intercut with
explaining VO
C discusses
'donation' to
Sherman with a
civil servant

C and Maria
prepares for
meeting with
WT
C meets with
WT and his
contacts

58

45.23

92

C meets
Gilbert. Gilbert
is not satisfied
with the new
contract

18 - The
Pygmy
assistants

59a

46.55

54

C meets Pygmy
assistants

19 Yamandé
tells about
the history
of CAR

60

47.49

48.40

C

Documentary

_

Documentary

_

Documentary

_

Documentary

VO,
Archive
material

C

Documentary

_

Documentary

VO

C, civil
servant

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

Documentary

_

Documentary

VO;
Archive
material

C, Maria

Documentary

_

Documentary

VO

C, WT,
others

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

C,
Gilbert,
Paul,
others

Fiction

Documentary

DD

C, Maria,
assistants

Fiction

Documentary

DD

VO narrates
about problems

17 Meeting
with
Gilbert
back in
Bangui

59b

C, WT

Fiction (in
Liberia)/
Documentary (VO)

51

C sails on river
with assistants

24

Yamandé (part
3) tells about
history of
CAR, cross
edited with
archive
material

109

C, assistants

Fiction

C, Maria,
Yamandé

Fiction
(the
meeting)/
Documentary (VO)

Documen- DD/Docutary
mentary

Documentary

DD

Documen- DD/Docutary
mentary

VO,
Archive
material

Cross-cut
with
pictures of
people and
nature

Archive
material

20 - The
match
factory
workshop

61

62

21 Problems
in CAR

63

63a

63b

64

22 - The
Bush and
the
diamond
mine

50.04

50.29

51.51

52.27

52.40

53.20

25

C, Sumeet,
assistants
prepare for
match
workshop

C,
Sumeet,
assistants

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Ironic
comments
about 'first
world
problems'

82

C and Sumeet
has workshop
with Pygmy
workers

C,
Pygmies

Fiction

Documentary

DS

Irony and
racism

36

VO narrates
over archive
materail of
CAR problems

_

Documentary

_

Documentary

Montage

13

VO introduces
meeting with
Wilibona
Cocksis
(cousin of
president)

C, WC,
Maria

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

40

C meets with
Cocksis,
discuss
problems in
Birao

C, WC,
Maria

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Documentary

_

Documentary

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Documentary

_

Documentary

57

C goes to Birao
C,
with Gilbert
Gilbert,
and others to
Paul,
check if there
pilot,
is a mine
others
Yamandé (part
4) tells C and
Same as
Maria about the
64 +
French interveMaria,
ning, cross-cut Yamandé
with 64
C,
The company
Gilbert,
drives through
camera
the bush of
man,
Birao
others

65

54.17

48

66

55.05

39

67a

56.44

17

The company
arrives at the
diamond mine

68

57.01

20

C talks about
diamonds with C, Gilbert
Gilbert

67b

57.21

17

VO narrates
over images of
workers

110

Workers

_

Hidden
camera,
crosscutting

23 - The
match
factory is
ready - and
finished

24 Cortzen
meets the
president's
son

The company
says goodbye

69a

57.38

21

C, others

70

57.59

7

69b

58.06

4

C calls for
Gilbert

Gilbert,
wife, C,
others

Documentary (first
part)/
Fiction
(last part)

Gilbert looks at
G, others
diamonds
C

Fiction
Documentary
Fiction

71

58.10

59

Gilbert argues
with 'wife' and
diamond
traders, car
starts driving to
plane, C and G
looks at
diamond

72

59.09

15

The company
flies home

C, pilot,
other

Fiction

73

59.24

44

C and Paul
discuss Gilbert
and 'wife'

C, Paul

Fiction

43

Pygmies at
workshop
watches
'match-film'

Pygmies

74

1.00.10

75

1.00.53

48

76

1.01.41

37

77a

1.02.18

12

78

1.02.40

28

79

1.03.08

35

C overlooks
workshop, VO
C,
says that the
Pygmies,
factory will
Sumeet
never function
Yamandé (part
5) tells about
C,
odds of succees Yamandé,
as a match
Maria
manufacturer
C and Paul
drive to deliver
money to the
president's son

C, P

DD

Documen- Documentary
tary
Documentary

DD

VO, Two
part scene first the
arguing,
Documen- DD/Docuthen
tary
mentary discussing
diamond in
car.
Extremely
dramatic.
DocumenDD
tary
Documentary

DD

Documentary

_

Documentary

Workers
watching
cross-cut
with film

Fiction

_

DD

VO

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Fiction

Documentary

DD

_

Documentary

VO,
archive
material

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

VO tells about
Documenpresident's son
VO
tary
reputation
Yamandé (part
6) tells about
C,
the man the
Yamandé,
Fiction
president's son
Maria
'made
disappear'

111

Documentary

77b

78

25 Problems
with
Tijjsen
26 - Final
contract
with
Gilbert

79

80a

1.03.43

1.03.51

1.04.53

1.06.19

8

C receieves
instructions
from Paul

C, Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

62

C meets with
Jean-Francis
Bozizé (president's son +
minister of
defence)

C,
Bozizé,
Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

86

Montage of
phonecalls
between C and
WT

C, WT
(voice)

Fiction

Documentary

DD

139

C and Maria
meet with
Gilbert. Big
contract
problems but
they sign

C, Maria,
Gilbert,
Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

C, Paul,
Gilbert,
others

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Irony

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

DD

Irony ("if
you can
mix
politics and
business,
wonderful
things can
happen")

80b

1.08.38

90

They celebrate,
C tells Hitler
anecdote,
Gilbert tells
about big
diamond

81

1.10.08

32

Yamandé (part
Yamandé,
7) tells about
C, Maria
Sodiam

82a

83

82b

82c

1.10.40

1.11.47

1.12.37

1.12.56

67

C gives money
to Gilbert,
Gilbert tells
about meeting
with president

C,
Gilbert,
Paul

Fiction

50

VO tells about
Guilliani, C
and Maria
meets with
Guilliani

C, Maria,
Guilliani

Fiction
(meeting),
Documentary (VO)

19

Final transaction between
C and Gilbert

C,
Gilbert,
Paul,
Maria,
layer

Fiction

13

VO ponders
whether he will
see Gilbert
again, while he
is leaving

VO,
Gilbert

Documentary

112

Documentary

Documen- DD/Docutary
mentary

Documentary

DD

Documen- Documentary
tary

VO

Hidden
camera

27 - The
diplomatic
situation
collapses

84

1.13.09

48

C meets with
Pankaj, who
thinks C has
been conned

85

1.13.57

32

C talks to
Sherman
(phone)

C,
Sherman
(voice)

Fiction

Documentary

DD

86

1.14.29

38

C talks to WT
(phone)

C, WT
(voice)

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Fiction

Documentary

DD

VO

Fiction

Documentary

DD

VO

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Hidden
camera

_

Documentary

VO,
archive
material

87

1.15.07

82

88

1.16.29

50

89

1.17.19

127

90

1.19.26

27

91

1.19.53

56

92

1.20.49

56

93

28 Cortzen
gets
diamonds
but cannot
leave
without
papers

94

1.21.45

1.22.54

69

140

C, Pankaj

Fiction

Documentary

DD

Paul tells C and
Maria that they
have to sign a
C, Maria,
new contract as
Paul
the Gilbertcontract is
illegal
C and Paul
visit layer,
discuss
C, Paul,
problems.
lawyer
Contract is
gone
C and Paul
discuss
problems in
C, Paul
car. C realizes
that he has
been conned
C meets with
Pankaj, who
C, Pankaj
thinks C has
been conned

VO tells about
C, VO
Documenthe assasination Yamandé,
tary
of Yamandé
Maria
C and Paul
discuss the
problems
VO tells C is
done. C meets
with Pygmy
assistants and
plays them
whale sounds
C meets with
Gilbert and
Paul. Eats
caviar, gets
diamonds

113

Hidden
camera

C, Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

C, Pygmy
assistants,
Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

VO, fade
to black

C,
Gilbert,
Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

VO

95

29 Cortzen
accepts his
consul role
and attends
rooftop
party

1.25.14

56

96a

1.26.10

100

96b

1.27.50

20

97

1.28.10

67

98

1.29.17

11

C calls
Sherman,
cannot leave
with diamonds
without
diplomatic
papers. Cannot
get papers
C , Maria, and
Paul receives
more diamonds
from Gilbert
but cannot
leave the
country with
them
C receives a lot
of diamonds
from Gilbert
and dines with
him and Paul
VO tells about
match factory,
Paul, the
Pygmy
assistants,
Yamandé. Also
Bocassa's
rehabilitation
C is invited
back to Liberia

99a

1.29.28

14

C meets with
Toga McIntosh
(minister of
foreign affairs)

99b

1.29.42

37

VO tells about
TM

99c

1.30.19

38

100

1.30.57

22

n/a

1.31.19

62

n/a

1.32.21
1.33.14

53

C talks with
TM about
being a consul
C at a party in
Bangui,
Liberia, makes
speech
Credits while
party
continues, fade
to black
Credits

114

C,
Sherman
(voice)

Fiction

Documentary

DD

C,
Gilbert,
Paul,
Maria
(offscreen)

Fiction

Documentary

DD

C,
Gilbert,
Paul

Fiction

Documentary

DD

VO

Multiple

Documentary

_

Documentary

VO,
Montage

Documentary

_

Documentary

C, TM

Fiction

Documentary

DD

VO

Documentary

_

Documentary

C, TM

Fiction

Documentary

DD

C, others

Fiction

Documentary

DD

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

VO,
Archive
material

